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SGA
referendum
voted on
Esethu Numa
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

5WVLIaUIZS[\PMÅZ[\LIa
of Fall 2011 Student Government Elections. Elections will take
place on Nov. 14 – Nov. 16, 2011.
The voting on the referendums
will be taken online and cover
three topics and the election of
10 senators. Among these topics
is the proposal to use student fees
to fund the Veterans Resource
Center and amendments to the
Student Government constitution.
¹?MÅVLIZMI[WVKIUX][
that need to be changed and
sometimes they are too big for our
senators to make the decision,”
said SGA President Samantha
Ivey.
The Atwood Renovation Referendum had a presence last week
at the memorial center with an information stand that gave students
a clearer idea of the changes that
would take place if the students
were to “Vote Yes.” Atwood, a
student fee-funded building, was
built by student fees for student
use. The student votes on the
project will determine whether
or not additional student union
fees should be raised in order to
pay for the construction of the
building. The current plan is for
construction to begin in summer
of 2013 and to be completed by
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Bio 701
opens its
doors
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

St. Cloud has recently welcomed Biology 701 into its night
life and restaurant scene as this
NITT\PMKQ\aZMKMQ^MLQ\[ÅZ[\4/BT-oriented restaurant and bar.
4WKI\MLWV?M[\;\/MZUIQVQ\[
opening weekend drew in more
\PIV UMUJMZ[WN \PM4/*<
community and their allies to the
newly refurbished bar and lounge.
Owner of Biology 701,
Charles Severson, recently moved
from the Twin Cities to St. Cloud

6HHBiology / Page
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Performers danced a modern dance at India Night. There were both modern and traditional dance performances at the event.

India night celebrates culture, tradition, music
Meg Iserloth
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

India Night 2011, put together by the India Heritage Club, celebrated
India through music over the weekend. The night began with the lighting of
the diya, an oil lamp native to India. The audience was then led into the U.S.
national anthem and India’s national anthem immediately afterward. Next,
\PM>QKM8ZM[QLMV\WN ;\]LMV\4QNMIVL,M^MTWXUMV\?IVLI7^MZTIVL10+
advisor Sneh Kalia, and IHC President Mounica Kondamuri all gave speeches
thanking the audience, the performers, and the cooks for making India Night
2011 possible.
)N\MZ\PM[XMISMZ[_MZMÅVQ[PMLIY]QKSXZWUW^QLMWNWZ\PMXZWOZIU_I[
played on the projector that featured a taste of the music the audience was to
experience later into the night.
<PMÅZ[\XMZNWZUIVKMI;PIUITLIVKM\PMVKWUUMVKMLNWTTW_MLJaI
Ganesh and Priyanka song, Sneha solo dance, Desi Boys and Desi Girls dance,

IVLÅVITTaI;VMPIIVLOZW]XLIVKM<PMU][QKXTIaML\PZW]OPW]\\PMM^MV\
ZMÆMK\ML1VLQI6QOP\¼[\PMUMKMTMJZI\QVO1VLQI\PZW]OPU][QKJaXTIaing a mix of traditional and modern Indian music.
?PMV\PMÅZ[\Å^MXMZNWZUIVKM[MVLMLLQVVMZ_I[[MZ^ML7V\PMUMV]
was chicken curry, made with chicken, onion, garlic, ginger, tomatoes, yogurt,
green chili, lemon juice and spices; matar paneer, made with cheese, green
peas, tomatoes, onion, ginger, garlic and spices; palak-chole, made with spinach, garbanzo beans, garlic, ginger, cream and spices; rice; samosa, made with
_PMI\ÆW_MZXW\I\WM[IVL[XQKM[#ZW\QI\aXMWN PIVLUILMXQ\IJZMIL#IVL
ÅVITTa[M^QaIVUILM_Q\P^MZUQKMTTQUQTSKWVLMV[MLUQTS[]OIZKI[PM_[
almonds and raisins.
After a presentation on various instruments and types of music in India,
the next four performances commenced. Included was a Simi and group
LIVKMNWTTW_MLJaI5W]VQKI[WVO>IU[QIVLOZW]XLIVKMIVLÅVITTaIV
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‘What Color Is Your Personality?’ helps students self-evaluate
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Biology 701, an LGBT-friendly bar, has recently opened its
doors.
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The self identifying event, What Color is
your Personality?, lets any SCSU student know
their true color.
Hosted in the Atwood Cascade Room on
Nov. 10, an unexpected amount of students
showed up to test how well they knew themselves. As each student walked in they were
handed four different colored sheets, each
explaining a different type of personality?
and how to identify them. A personality? test

Women on Wednesday

was also handed out, giving the result of red,
green, yellow or orange to coincide with each
personality? type.
Tracy Flynn Bowe, the presenter for
What Color, began the event with explaining
whether or not personality? was derived from
nature or nurture. According to Bowe, while
people generally get their personalities from
nature, nurture also plays an important part
with things like biology, gender, family, community and culture coming into play.
Bowe went onto explain that nobody
should pin themselves on one type of personality?.

Page 3
Women on Wednesday discussed porn
in their event titled
“From Dr. Seuss to
Porn.”

“We have all four colors,” said Bowe. “Not
just green or not just red.”
-IKPWN \PMKWTWZ[PI[I[XMKQÅKUMIVQVO
<PMÅZ[\KWTWZZMLQ[KWV[QLMZML\WJM\PM
most common. People with the “red” type
of personality? are the most down-to-earth
people of the four groups. These are the ones
considered to be the hard workers, and do
not mind getting their hands dirty to get a job
done.
The orange personality? type are considered to be the the glue of society, holding to-

6HHColor / Page

Dancing with Many Voices

Page 8
The Pioneer Place
and Wicked Sister
Dance Theater
celebrate a variety
of dance forms.
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Women on
Wednesday
addresses
porn issues

Monday

Tobacco Cessation
Options
""XU
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
the Atwood Center,
>WaIOM]Z[6WZ\PZWWU
2]TQM/Ia_QTTLQ[K][[
options to quit tobacco
in a “lunch and learn”
program.

Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

7V6W^!\PM?WUMV¼[
Center continued their series
on social and technological
UMLQIIVLQ\[MNNMK\[WV\WLIa¼[
women in its Women on
?MLVM[LIa[MUQVIZ[/]M[\
speaker, Cordelia Anderson,
XZM[MV\ML¹,Z;M][[\W8WZVº
_PQKPM`XW[ML\PMQUXIK\WN I
¹XWZVQÅMLºK]T\]ZMWV_WUMV
and children.
Cordelia Anderson is
currently on the board for the
National Center for Missing
IVL-`XTWQ\ML+PQTLZMVIVL
\PMKWKPIQZNWZ\PM6I\QWVIT
Coalition for the Prevention
WN +PQTL;M`]IT)J][MIVL
-`XTWQ\I\QWV;QVKM!
Anderson has helped to rally
[]XXWZ\NWZ^QK\QU[WN [M`]IT
abuse and the prevention of
KPQTLM`XTWQ\I\QWV
¹>MZaY]QKSTaaW][MM
how many children have been
affected [by porn],” Anderson
[IQL¹1\¼[IJW]\XZM^MV\
QVOXMZXM\ZI\WZ[°<PMZM¼[
something insidious about the
marketing behind it all.”
Anderson opened the
XZM[MV\I\QWVJaM`XTIQVQVO\PI\
\PMLQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMV[M`]ITTa
M`XTQKQ\IVLM`XTWQ\Q^MUI\MZQ
als as the subject of child porn
has been a hot topic for many
.QZ[\)UMVLUMV\[]XXWZ\MZ[
;PMM`XTIQVML\PI\[PMPWXML
to convey the message of the
negative impact that porn has
PILWV[M`IVL\WLIa¼[K]T\]ZM
“I hoped to show the dif
NMZMVKMJM\_MMVPMIT\Pa[M`
IVL\PMM`XTWQ\I\QWVWN [M`]IT
acts,” Anderson said.
While some may argue
that all porn, including child
pornography, is a form of
[MTNM`XZM[[QWVIVL\PMZMNWZM
Q[XZW\MK\ML]VLMZ\PM.QZ[\
Amendment, child porn has
been banned. The National
+MV\MZNWZ5Q[[QVOIVL-`
ploited Children has reported
that internet child pornogra
phy is among one of the fastest
growing criminal activities on
the internet as it is grossing
billions of dollars.
)VLMZ[WVM`XTIQVML\PM
\PZMM¹)¼[º_PQKPM`XTIQVML\PM
drastic increase in pornog
raphy viewers: accessibility,
affordability, and anonymity.
¹?M¼^MOWVMNZWU,Z
;M][[\WXWZV°?MVMML\W
transform it to health,” Ander
[WV[IQLZMOIZLQVOKPQTLZMV¼[
M`XW[]ZM\W[M`]ITTaKPIZOML
QUIOM[IVLK]T\]ZM[QV\WLIa¼[
society.
Throughout the lecture,
Anderson displayed photos of
[MMUQVOTaQVVWKMV\KPQTLZMV¼[
toys and how they have been
PaXMZ[M`]ITQbMLQM*ZI\b
Dolls). Additionally, she gave
IVM`IUXTMWN PW_M^MVI
[QUXTM\ZQX\WI<_QV[¼OIUM
has become a journey through
erotica as the entire way im
IOM[WN [MUQV]LM_WUMV
strip clubs, and risqué adver
tisements line the streets.
The average age of
M`XW[]ZM\WXWZVIVL[M`]
ITTaM`XTQKQ\UI\MZQITQ[ZIXQLTa
falling as by age ten nearly 30
percent of all children have
JMMV[]JRMK\ML\W[M`]IT[Q\]I
tions or stimuli.
Major corporations, such
I[4MM2MIV[IVL+IT^QV3TMQV
have begun opting for more
suggestive and erotic methods
of advertisement in order to
gain the attention of their
audiences.
¹<PM_PWTMQLMIWN »[M`
[MTT[¼Q[PQRIKSQVOW]Z[M`]ITQ\aº
)VLMZ[WV[IQL¹1\¼[IZMÆMK
tion on the lack of imagina
tion and creativity within the
marketing industries.”
As the presentation neared
Q\[MVL)VLMZ[WVM`XTIQVML
how porn affects the brain as
W]Z¹JQOOM[\[M`WZOIVQ[V¼\
between our legs, but between
our ears.”
Anderson encouraged the
artists within the audience
to depict images of healthy
relationships as we live in a
_WZTL_PMZM[M`Q[VWZUITQbML
and there is no longer a space
for intimacy.
“Porn robs us of our
imagination… We can make
change… We can take back
the story,” Anderson said.
Cordelia Anderson told
the story of how several years
ago the production of “Amaz
QVO/ZIKMº\PM[\WZaWN \_W
PWUW[M`]ITUMVLaQVOWN IQL[
received much criticism for the
display of affection between

6HHWomen / Page

Tuesday
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India Modern Dance mixes traditional and Bollywood elements.

Indian
Continued from Page 1

Aninda song.
6M`\10+>QKM8ZM[QLMV\
Nikita Tandon gave a speech,
followed by an Indian fashion
[PW_7VMWN \PMXMZNWZUMZ[
WN \PMNI[PQWV[PW__I[:M
JQSI)_ITMIV;+;=[\]LMV\
going into nursing, who felt
that the show was a success
despite only practicing for two
days.
Awale said that she
WZQOQVITTaPILV¼\XTIVVMLWV
participating in India Night.
¹)K\]ITTa1¼UNZWU6MXITIVL
1LQLV¼\OM\IKPIVKM\W\ISM
part in our night, but then
I heard about India Night,”
she said. “I was planning to
perform (at Nepal Night) but I
LQLV¼\OM\IKPIVKM\WXZMXIZM
myself, so I performed in this
instead.”
;IJIQVI3P]ZZIVIV
economics major attending
5IVSI\W;\I\M[IQL\PI\IJW^M
anything, her favorite part was
the fashion show. “It was very
KZMI\Q^MIVLQ\_I[V¼\JWZQVOº
[PM[IQL¹1\¼[VW\R][\TQSMaW]Z
[typical show], having them
walk on the stage, go there and
then come back.”
After the fashion show was
\PM\MV\PIVLÅVITXMZNWZ
UIVKMWN \PMVQOP\I5QTM;]Z
song.
3P]ZZIVNMT\\PI\\PMVQOP\
_I[I[]KKM[[W^MZITTM^MV
better than her own. “We had
an Indian Night a year ago,”
3P]ZZIV[IQL¹<PMXMZNWZ
mances (here) were better, the
fashion show was better, there
was more organization, and
more work was done.”
Another student at
Mankato, environmental
science major Jamie Mohr,
also felt the performances at
India Night 2011 were better
than India Night at Mankato

last year. “They do have India
Night (at Mankato), they do
PI^M\PMUJ]\Q\[MMU[\PMZM¼[
ITIKSWN KWWZLQVI\QWVIVLQ\¼[
just not as good as you guys,”
5WPZ[IQL¹<PMZM¼[IKW]XTM
of things maybe that we did a
little better, but not much. If
_M_MZMKWUXM\QVOQ\¼LJMI
hard competition.”
5]PIUUIL7UIQZI
business and economics major
I\;+;=PI[JMMVI\\MVLQVO
India Night every year. He
said they improve as the years
go on. “The main difference
1¼^MNW]VLCNZWU\PMXI[\EQ[
\PI\\PMa¼ZMQUXZW^QVOTQSMITT
the dance performances were
way better than the last time,”
7UIQZ[IQL¹1LQLXMZNWZU
with them for India Night
last time and it was a good
M`XMZQMVKMNWZUMIVL\PMa
do a really good job, they do
improve and do better than
the last time.”
*W\P3P]ZZIVIVL5WPZ
IOZMML\PI\\PW[M_PWLQLV¼\
attend missed out on the cul
ture presented at India Night
2011, especially the music and
dances. Mohr said that was her
favorite part. “They were very
energetic and very well coordi
nated,” she said. “It looked like
they practiced a lot on all of
that, so it was very nice.”
Mohr also said she liked
the performances so much that
it would be cool to try to imi
tate some of the Indian dance
routines she saw for someone
_PWKW]TLV¼\UISMQ\
7^MZITT7UIQZ[IQL1VLQI
6QOP\_I[LMÅVQ\MTaI[]KKM[[
¹1\¼[IOWWLWXXWZ\]VQ\aNWZ
\PM;\+TW]LKWUU]VQ\aIVL
Q\¼[IOWWLM`XMZQMVKMIN]V
time.”

Referendum
Continued from Page 1
the end of fall semester 2014.
As stated on the Atwood Memorial Center online page,
the basis of this $15 million project is to provide a new
MV\ZIVKMKWVVMK\ML\WI[MI\I]LQ\WZQ]U_Q\PÆM`QJTM
][MKWVÅO]ZI\QWVIU]T\QN]VK\QWVITXMZNWZUIVKMWZTW]VOM
space, space to meet the needs for additional student activities
and organizations, sustainable design, natural lighting, and a
visible community entry to the building as well as the comple
tion of major repairs to sewers and infrastructure needs. The
cost of the project will be $4.20 per credit up to 12 credits
per semester.
The university president will consider the “yes” as the
key piece unit to allow the project to move forward. Upon
approval, Atwood Center staff and the student leadership
team will work to select an architect and create the complete
design of the renovated building. In January of 2013, bonds
_QTTJM[WTL\WÅVIVKM\PMZMVW^I\QWVIVLKWV[\Z]K\QWV_W]TL
begin in summer.
“We are sitting in this portion of the building because
students 15 years ago paid for it,” Ivey said. This is not the
ÅZ[\ZMVW^I\QWVZMNMZMVL]UIVLIKKWZLQVO\W;/)XZM[QLMV\
it failed last year because it was too big of a project, making

Social Justice Week:
Art as a Weapon
5 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
The event will take
place at the Atwood
Memorial Center,
Atwood Theater. The
event will help students
learn about oppression
towards Asian
Americans.

Wednesday

Women On
Wednesday
XU"XU
The event is free and
open to the public. The
?WUMV¼[+MV\MZQ[
hosting this event, titled
¹8WZVWOZIXPa¼[MNNMK\
on men and impact
on women.” Chuck
,MZZaIVL;PQaIVSM:
)VLZM_/WWVM\QTTMSM
will present.

Thursday
Great American
Smokeout and
Tobacco Education

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

Students performed the dances. The event was
sponsored by IHC.

the fee increase range too wide. This year the goals are more
realistic.
However, if the referendum is not passed, the same ser
vices that area currently offered will continue to be offered.
There are required repairs to the building that will need to be
completed regardless of if a referendum is passed.
;\]LMV\[_QTTIT[WJM^W\QVOWV_PM\PMZWZVW\IUMVL
UMV\[[PW]TLJMUILM\W\PM;+;=;\]LMV\)[[WKQI\QWV
KWV[\Q\]\QWV<PMZMIZMÅ^MIUMVLUMV\[\PI\PI^MJMMV
proposed, which students will be voting for online.
There is another referendum seeking the opinion of
\PM;\]LMV\)[[WKQI\QWVWV\PM>M\MZIV[:M[W]ZKM+MV\MZ
JMKWUQVOLQZMK\WZUIVIOML1N Q\Q[MVIK\MLJa\PM;\]LMV\
/W^MZVUMV\WN ;+;=\PM>M\MZIV[:M[W]ZKM+MV\MZWN 
;+;=_QTTJMILLML\W\PM.MM)TTWKI\QWV+WUUQ\\MM¼[TQ[\
WN LQZMK\WZUIVIOMLIZMI[]VLMZ\PM;\]LMV\)K\Q^Q\QM[.MM
to offer services and support over 500 student veterans. This
shall also be voted on during the general election this week.
The last referendum is whether to change the number
of college senators to 10, two representing each school or
KWTTMOM1^Ma[IQL\PI\\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZZMNMZMVL]U_W]TLV¼\
greatly affect the student association other than the fact that
they would get two more senators to represent them and just
adding more to the duties of a senator.
While it is hard to predict what the results will look like,
\PM;/)Q[ZMUIQVQVOXW[Q\Q^M<PMZM[]T\[_QTTVW\JMSVW_V
until Thursday, Nov. 17.

IUXU
This event is free and
open to the public. The
event will be held at
the Atwood Memorial
+MV\MZ>WaIOM]Z[
;W]\PIVL\PMTWJJa
Multiple organizations
will present about
tobacco.
Community
Engagement
Celebration

!IUIU
The event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place at
the Atwood Memorial
Center, Cascade
room. The event
will showcase service
learning projects from
community members.
Have an idea for
a story? Go to our
website, www.
universitychronicle.
net and submit a
pitch.
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Women
Continued from Page 1

the two men. The couple merely
held hands onstage to represent the
intimacy between them.
Brandon Johnson, the newly
appointed interim director for the
LGBT Resource Center at Saint
Cloud State, also noted the hypocrisy
of the situation.
Saint Cloud State University’s
LGBT Center once held “Live
Homosexual Acts” in which LGBT
couples sat throughout campus
holding hands. In response, a large
amount of backlash occurred on the
part of anti-LGBT members of the
student body and community.
“Attraction is all sorts, not just
sex,” Johnson explained, “What does
an intimate relationship look like?
A number of people in the LGBT
community acknowledge that they
IZMLQNNMZMV\J]\IZM\ZaQVO\WÅVL\PM
balance between being themselves
and who society wants them to be.”
For more information and statistics regarding child pornography
please visit www.socialcostsofpornography.com or cordeliaanderson.com.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Customers enjoy hot and cold beverages in Biology 701. Bio 701 also serves vegan food.

Biology
Continued from Page 1
after previously owning several other bars
in the Minneapolis and St. Paul area such as
Rumors and Innuendo.
“I fell in love with the small town feel, but
I wondered, ‘where is the bar for this community?’” Severson said, “This is bigger than
myself, it’s about an entire community… This
isn’t a place for everyone, but anyone who is
an ally of the LGBT community or is a part
of the community is welcome to come.”
The name of the rest.aurant and bar itself
holds meaning as much thought has been put
into the creation and presentation of Severson’s newest. project.
“The name (Biology 701) is three-fold,”
Severson explained, “One, we believe that we
within the LBGT community that we were
born this way and were not just. created from
circumst.ance. Two, the –ology of being ‘bi’,
and three, it’s a play on words for st.udents as
we are so close to the campus. Now they can
say that they are going to go ‘st.udy biology’
when in fact they are coming here.”
While Biology 701 was originally meant
to solely provide for a night life which was a
safe space for the LGBT individuals within the
St. Cloud area, it has evolved into something
more.
Newly appointed manager of Biology 701,
Darrin Oswskey has worked with the LGBT

community for nearly ten years as he is vice
chair of St. Cloud OUT. Oswskey explained
that it is much more than just. the typical bar,
as it has broken into the rest.aurant indust.ry
within St. Cloud.
“The vegan and rest.aurant part have been
added to the main focus which was the LGBT
bar. Since there wasn’t one here before … he
[Severson] wanted to st.art something new,”
Oswskey explained, “We’re really trying to
push the rest.aurant part and draw in more of
a lunch crowd.”
Biology 701 is open seven days a week
from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays and from
4 p.m. to close on weekends, offering a diverse
selection of meal and drink options from a
vegan and vegetarian friendly menu with a few
meat options as well.
The atmosphere within the club has been
described as “clean” and “classy”. The waiters
and bartenders wear black-on-black with neck
ties and all patrons are greeted at the door as
it is opened for them out of respect. Adhering
to its name, the bar area is scattered with bubbling beakers and biology books.
With Biology 701 st.ill in its infancy, Oswskey discussed the future plans for the lounge
and bar as they hope to expand and create
Chemist.ry 701 in the lower half the building
in order to create an 18+ friendly environment.
Additionally, Oswskey st.ated that Biology 701 would be working with community
outreach programs in order to help promote
tolerance, underst.anding, and support to the

LGBT community.
“We’re trying to get the Drag Troop to
come over here from St. Cloud St.ate and get
a performer from the city and have a small
little drag show,” Oswskey said, “One of the
things that I liked was people were actually
holding hands because they could be themselves which was the best. part and you don’t
usually do that in another bar.”
Biology 701 has also hired security on
weekends in event there ever is an issue, as
they are adamant about the safety and security
of their clients.
Just.in Lewandowiski, a sophomore in
sociology at St. Cloud St.ate, is an ally of the
LGBT community and has frequently attended events at Biology 701 and lunches.
“I’m big on supporting local business …
It [Biology 701] breaks the mold and is a vital
asset to this city … On its opening night you
couldn’t even walk in,” Lewandowski said,
“It’s a more mature environment and you’re
VW\[\QKSQVO\W\PMÆWWZTQSMW\PMZXTIKM[º
The food has received much praise from
the clientele as Tiana Otto, waitress and cooking st.aff, has prepared a menu with every\PQVONZWUÆI\JZMILXQbbI\W^MOIV\Z]NÆM[
“It’s a classy joint and it breaks the
st.ereotypes of the typical ‘gay bar’,” Lewandowski said.
Biology 701 is a safe-space for the LGBT
members of the community and their allies.
For more information contact 320-443-6027.

Color
Continued from Page 1

together each different type of
person by caring. They are considered to be nurturers by nature.
<PM[MTNKWVÅLMV\[MTNZMTQIV\
people of the world would fall into
the yellow category. Yellows are the
kind of people that look for freedom
in a career to expand their knowledge and can easily think outside the
box when the situation calls for it.
<PMÅVITXMZ[WVITQ\a'\aXM
outlined was the green type, who are
considered to be the most creative
kind of people. When using their intuition in their career they will excel
beyond expectations.
What Color is Your Personality?
has been supported by numerous
;+;=WZOIVQbI\QWV[NWZ\PMXI[\Å^M
years, including the Career Services
Center, Community Counseling and
Graduate Student Association, Department of Campus Involvement,
Multicultural Student Services and
Human Resources.
Coordinator of the event, Pat
Thielman, wanted student to walk
away with a better understanding of
themselves.
“I wanted them to know not only
how they are, but why they are too,”
Thielman said.
Bowe stressed that knowing who
aW]IZMQ[QUXWZ\IV\\WÅVLQVO\PM
right career, and that these different
personality? types “should highlight
a person’s strengths instead of hold
them back.”
What Color is Your Personality? was a free event for all students.
;+;=PI[PW[\MLNWZÅ^MaMIZ[VW_
with plans to continue in the spring.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Carol Ritberger explains the characteristics of the personality color red.

Food options
limited
for students
Min Mei Tan
STAFF WRITER

Nhung Do is certainly not one of
those students you see waiting in line
to get a Subway sandwich or WoW
wrap on campus.
<ISQVO;]J_IaWZ8QbbI0]\NWZ
breakfast, lunch or dinner may be
common for most local students at
SCSU but it is certainly not the norm
for some international students.
Do, a Vietnamese student at
SCSU, said she prefers Asian food to
American food. She said she thinks
most American food, such as that
served on campus, is unhealthy and
fattening.
She said she does not enjoy the
Asian food which is a new addition on
campus either, because “It is American Chinese food, not authentic
Asian food,” Do said. “I still eat it but
it’s not a good choice, it’s just the best
I can get here on campus.”
,WIT[WLWM[VW\TQSMNZWbMVNWWL
which is rather common in America.
;PM[IQL¹1LWV¼\TQSMNZWbMV[\]NN WZ
factory made food because they’re
unhealthy and not fresh.”
Do does not like soft drinks either
which are more commonly known
as “pop” in Minnesota. She said,
“I don’t drink pop or anything that
contains gas.”
Also, unlike most Americans, who
are coffee lovers, Do does not drink
coffee. She said she drinks tea instead.
)b][I6Q[PQU]ZIIR]VQWZI\
SCSU from Japan, is not a big fan of
American food either.
Nishimura ate at Garvey during
PMZÅZ[\[MUM[\MZI\;+;=J]\LQL
not enjoy it. She said, “I did not like it
because the food there was unhealthy
but eating at Garvey was convenient
for me.”
;PMLWM[VW\ÅVL8QbbI0]\IXXM\QbQVOMQ\PMZ;PM[IQL¹1LWV¼\TQSM
8QbbI0]\JMKI][MQ\[XQbbI[IZMWQTa
and gross.”
The only American food
Nishimura eats on campus is Subway
sandwiches.
Nishimura’s dislike for American
food grew even more after watching
“Food, Inc.” in her environmental
sociology class. She said, “Fast food
companies just concentrate on makQVOXZWÅ\IVL\PMUMI\\PMaXZWL]KM
is not healthy.”
She said she hardly buys meat
since watching the documentary.
She added, “They make everything look bigger and appealing but
I think they contain lots of chemicals
and poison. After watching the documentary I feel that way, and it has
affected me a lot.”
On the other hand, she said she
loves coffee and in fact, she said she is
getting addicted to it.
She said she usually enjoys a cup
WN KWNNMMIVL[WUMU]NÅV[I\+IZQbou Coffee on campus.
Similar to Do, Nishimura does
not like pop. She said, “I don’t like
pop because it’s very gassy and it
contains lots of sugar.”
She added, “I didn’t grow up
drinking pop so I’m not used to it.”
Instead of pop, she said she takes tea,
coffee, water or orange juice.
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UC Berkeley occupy protests turn violent
Staff Report
In the midst of the worsening economy, a presidential
election with no predictable
result and nationwide protests
continuing in every major city,
things have gotten heated.
The Occupy Wall Street
protests are gatherings of
people who have become tired
of living in the shadows of
the one percent, the wealthy
upper class, and have started
protesting in front of establishments all over the country.
While some of the protests
have grown violent since their
September inception, none
have yet to match the events
that happened at University of
California at Berkeley.
On the afternoon of Nov.
9, UC Berkeley students were
forcibly removed from their
protests site. In total, 22 students and one professor were
arrested and taken to jail. To
say they were forcibly removed
is an understatement. These
students were beaten and arrested by UCB police.

Why were these students
treated with such force?
The reason Berkeley gives
for beating students is because
they linked arms. Apparently,
linking arms is no longer a
sign of peace and is now a
sign of violence. Because these
students linked arms and surrounded their protest site so
campus authorities could not
dismantle it, they were beaten
with batons by the people they
pay to protect them.
Berkeley seems to be
standing by their police force’s
actions, which is incredibly
surprising. This tells me there
is either nobody there who
cares or nobody that wants to
stand up.
The most shocking part of
this is how the UC Berkeley
police can decide that linking
arms is now a violent act of
protests, along side smashing
KIZ[[\IZ\QVOÅZM[IVLTWW\QVO
establishments. How could
those ignorant students do this
terrible thing without considering how violent linking arms
can be?

A quote from UC Berkeley
Police Capt. Margo Bennett is
especially shocking.
“The individuals who
linked arms and actively
resisted, that in itself is an act
of violence,” said Bennett. “I
understand that many students
may not think that, but linking
arms in a human chain when
ordered to step aside is not a
nonviolent protest.”
A nonviolent protest
involves moving when the
authorities ask you to, according to Bennett. This seems to
defeat the point of a protest.
Several organizations have
already become involved in
the misconduct at Berkeley.
The American Civil Liberties Union and the National
Lawyers Guild have both cited
“grave concerns about the
conduct” that happened.
Because these students
were assaulted by campus
police, as opposed to city or
state police, the university
they represent should have
sanctions brought against them
immediately.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF SFGATE.COM

A protester holds a sign that says ‘You’re the 99% too’ at the occupy Berkeley
protest.

Technology

KVSC updates broadcast technology
Esethu Numa
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Along with a blend of progressive rock,
jazz, folk, reggae, world, blues and Minnesota music, KVSC has a wide variety of
news programming which includes coverage of University, local and state wide
events. However, very few know the in’s
and out’s of the technology that keeps the
sound of St Cloud alive.
KVSC-FM is a student-run educational public radio station that is licensed
to SCSU. Jim Gray is one of the only 2
full-time professionals, who guide and assist
at KVSC. He say that KVS is “a unique
station but it works well.” This is can’t
be argued, because among other things,
KVSC’s award winning format provides

the listener with a 24 hour outlet for music
long ignored by commercial radio stations.
You Sound Alternative, KVSC, has
different working areas which all contribute
to the overall functioning of 88.1 MHz.
From what is known as the “Closet” to the
“Ghandi”, these all keep the station running. Jim describes the technology used at
\PM[\I\QWVI[JMQVOIV¹MNÅKQMV\[a[\MUºQV
that it achieves maximum productivity with
minimum expense.
What KVSC staff call the “closet” can
also be described as the heart of KVSC.
It is a small room with hundreds of cables
through which the studio is interconnected.
Five satellite receivers also run through the
system located in this room. The closet is
directly linked to the On-Air studio, which
is on 24 hours a day and operates using

4 computers for different features. These
include music, reporting, news and weather
as well as promotions.
1V\PM7V)QZ[\]LQWQ[I_QLMÆI\
screen that is placed above all the other
computers to see that everything is functioning well. Recently, what is known as
the SMS Gateway has been added to the
system. This allows other staff members
communicate with the DJ, during a show,
via texts which appear on the overhead
display. This technology was developed by
a volunteer so it is a custom thing which
other stations are also beginning to adopt.
The multi-track recording studio, which
is just under a year old, has the latest and
greatest pro tool technology which is the
industry standard in the music industry. It
is where one of the station’s most popular

shows, Monday Night Live, is recorded.
This part of the station is mainly used for
recording and editing. It is also used for
mixing and mastering CD’s for bands.
“Ghandi” is the witty name given to
the isolation booth which is situated next to
the Multi-track recording studio. Its main
purpose is to get clean sound, completely
free from any background noise.
The station has 72 computer networks
which have been split from the campus network to avoid high taxing on the university
network. Some of the station networks are
carried through TV station, UTVS.
KVSC-FM is now hoping to develop
a new studio to expand opportunities for
students. Jim said that if all goes well, there
is a great possibility that the facility will be
functional by spring semester.
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Local news bulletin: November 7-13
Poll shows divide over
gay marriage amendment
);\IZ<ZQJ]VMXWTT[PW_[\PI\ XMZKMV\WN 5QVVM[W\IV[NI^WZ\PMJIVWVOIaUIZZQIOM_PQTMXMZKMV\IZM
against it.
<PQ[KTW[MWN IXWTT_Q\PIUIZOQVWN MZZWZWN XMZKMV\QVLQKI\M[\PMLQ^Q[QWVQ[ITUW[\IVMY]ITLQ^QLM
)UWVO^W\MZ[W^MZIOM\PM5QVVM[W\I8WTTNW]VL
\PI\XMZKMV\[Ia\PMa_QTT^W\MQVNI^WZWN \PMJIV
)UWVO^W\MZ[]VLMZIOMWVTaXMZKMV\[Ia\PMa
_QTT[]XXWZ\\PMJIV_PQTM XMZKMV\IZMIOIQV[\Q\
*W\P[QLM[WN \PMQ[[]MIZMOM\\QVOZMILaNWZIJI\\TM\PI\
KW]TLPI^MIVMNNMK\WVW\PMZMTMK\QWV[I[_MTT
*W\P[]XXWZ\MZ[IVLWXXW[MZ[WN \PMJIVPI^M\ISMV\W
\PM1V\MZVM\IVL[WKQITVM\_WZSQVO[Q\M[
<PMZMPI^MJMMVITUW[\^W\M[QV\PMXI[\LMKILMWV
\PQ[[IUMQ[[]MQVW\PMZ[\I\M[<PM^W\M[PI^MITTOWVMQV
favor of a ban on gay marriage.
<PMZMQ[I\MKPVQKITQ\aQV\PMTI_\PI\UISM[Q\\W]OPMZ
\WXI[[IUMVLUMV\[QV5QVVM[W\I1N I^W\MZ[SQX[\PM
IUMVLUMV\Y]M[\QWVQ\KW]V\[I[IVW^W\M
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New restrictions will not allow sleeping overnight on the Plaza anymore.

New restrictions hinder
Occupy Minnesota protest

Stillwater bridge plan
opposed by legislators

0MVVMXQVWNÅKQIT[IVVW]VKMLWV
?MLVM[LIa\PMa_QTTJMOQVMVNWZKQVOVM_
ZM[\ZQK\QWV[WV\PM7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\I
protesters.
7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\IXZW\M[\MZ[PI^M
<PQZ\aTMOQ[TI\WZ[NZWU
JMMVKIUXQVOW]\WV\PM/W^MZVUMV\
Stillwater.
5QVVM[W\IIVL?Q[KWV[QV
-V^QZWVUMV\ITKWVKMZV[ Plaza in downtown Minneapolis for nearly
PI^M[QOVMLITM\\MZ\W\PMQZ PILMIZTQMZ[\WXXMLXTIV[
IUWV\P
[\I\M[NMLMZITTI_UISMZ[
Protesters will not be allowed to leave
for a new bridge.
WXXW[QVOIXTIVVML 
\PMQZXW[[M[[QWV[[\WZMLWV\PMXTIbIWZTMN\
*W\P:MXZM[MV\I\Q^M
million new bridge near
]VI\\MVLMLWZ\PMa_QTTJMZMUW^ML
5QKPMTTM*IKPUIVVIVL
;\QTT_I\MZ\PI\_QTTKWVVMK\
As of Friday, no more signs will be
/W^MZVWZ5IZS,Ia\WV
\PM\_W[\I\M[
ITTW_MLWV\PM8TIbIIVLVWW^MZVQOP\
PI^M[]XXWZ\MLQ\
+WVOZM[[PI[JMMV
[TMMXQVO_QTTJMITTW_MLMQ\PMZ
<PMTMOQ[TI\WZ[[Ia
KWV[QLMZQVOIXXZW^ITWN 
Portabe toilets will now be limited to
\PI\N]VLQVO\PMVM_JZQLOM
N]VLQVONWZ\PMJZQLOM<PQ[ _W]TL[IXZM[W]ZKM[NZWU
\PZMMI[WXXW[ML\W\PM[M^MV\PI\IZMK]Zproposed bridge would
\PM\_W[\I\M[\PI\KW]TLJM ZMV\TaWV\PM8TIbI
ZMXTIKM\PM;\QTT_I\MZTQN\
<PMKW]V\a[Ia[VM^MZJMNWZMPI[I
JM\\MZ][MLMT[M_PMZM
JZQLOM\PI\WN\MVKI][M[
XZW\M[\JMKWUMTQSM\PQ[WVM_PMZMXMWXTM
KWVOM[\QWVQVLW_V\W_V
_MZMTQ^QVOWVX]JTQKXZWXMZ\aIVL[\WZQVO
JMTWVOQVO[\PMZM
<PMZM[WT]\QWVLWM[VW\XZWPQJQ\LMUWV[\ZI\QWV[WV\PM8TIbIJ]\Q\_QTTINNMK\
\PW[M_PWPI^MJMMVXZW\M[\QVOIZW]VL\PM
KTWKS
8ZW\M[\MZ[IZMKITTQVO\PMVM_ZM[\ZQK\QWV[¹ZQLQK]TW][ºIVL[Ia\PMaIZMI^QWTI-

\QWVWN \PMQZZQOP\[
<PMXZW\M[\MZ[IT[W[Ia\PMaPI^MM^MZa
QV\MV\QWVWN SMMXQVO\PMUW^MUMV\OWQVO
\PZW]OP\PM_QV\MZIVLPWXM\WUMM\_Q\P
KW]V\aKWUUQ[[QWVMZ[JMNWZM\PMZM[\ZQK\QWV[OWQV\WMNNMK\
7KK]XaXZW\M[\[KWV\QV]MIKZW[[\PMVItion, and are growing in numbers.
)JW]\\_WLWbMV7KK]Xa?ITT;\ZMM\
XZW\M[\MZ[PI^M[\IZ\MLI\_W_MMSUIZKP
NZWU6M_AWZS\W?I[PQVO\WV,+
<PMXZW\M[\MZ[TMN\B]KKW\\QXIZSQV
5IVPI\\IVWV?MLVM[LIa
<PMUQTMUIZKPQ[XTIVVML\WOW
\PZW]OP6M_2MZ[Ma8MVV[aT^IVQI,MTM_IZM5IZaTIVLIVLIZZQ^MQV?I[PQVO\WV
,+Ja6W^
<PMZMI[WVNWZ\PMUIZKPQ[\WIZZQ^M
QV?I[PQVO\WV,+NWZIKWVOZM[[QWVIT
UMM\QVO\WLMKQLM_PM\PMZ\WSMMX8ZM[QLMV\7JIUI¼[M`\MV[QWVWN \PM*][PMZI
\I`K]\[
8ZW\M[\MZ[[Ia\PMK]\[JMVMÅ\WVTaZQKP
)UMZKQIV[
<PMUIZKPPWXM[\WXQKS]XXIZ\QKQXIV\[ITWVO\PM_Ia#\PMa_QTTJMKIUXQVO
W^MZVQOP\I\^WT]V\MMZMLIKKWUWLI\QWV[

Newsstand Locations
On Campus
807<7+7=:<-;A7.5166-;7<)8=*41+:),177:/

Bars and restaurants near the Target Center have
been affected by the lockout.

Ongoing NBA lockout
hurting local businesses

;WUMWN \PMLW_V\W_VJIZIVLZM[\I]ZIV\W_VMZ[QV
5QVVMIXWTQ[[Ia\PM6*)TWKSW]\Q[JMKWUQVOIUIRWZ
drain on business.
*IZ[IVLZM[\I]ZIV\[VMIZ\PM<IZOM\+MV\MZKW]V\WV
OIUMLIaJ][QVM[[NZWUJI[SM\JITTNIV[
?MLVM[LIa_W]TLPI^MJMMV\PM\PQZLPWUMOIUMNWZ
\PM5QVVM[W\I<QUJMZ_WT^M[IVLIVW\PMZOIUM_W]TL
PI^MXTIaMLTI\MZ\PQ[_MMS
1\PI[JMMVLQ[K][[ML\PI\\PM4MIO]MXTIV[\WKIVKMT
OIUM[\PZW]OP+PZQ[\UI[QN \PMZMQ[VWLMITJa?MLVM[LIa
-^MVQN \PM6*)IVL6*8)6I\QWVIT*I[SM\JITT8TIaMZ[
)[[WKQI\QWVLWZMIKPILMITQ\_W]TL\ISMIJW]\LIa[\W
OM\WZOIVQbMLIVLPI^MZMO]TIZ[MI[WVOIUM[
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Occupying the media, spawning the nation

Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Events surrounding the Occupy movement have been rather ridiculous lately. In
the short span of about two months, we’re
seeing Occupy movements spawning all
across the country and all over the world,
to the extent where China even has to cen[WZIVLÅT\MZQV\MZVM\[MIZKPM[WN \PM_WZL
“Occupy.”
What’s ridiculous isn’t that Occupy
movements are developing - if anything it

should be surprising that they didn’t begin
earlier - it’s the way that people involved in
the Occupy movement are treated and the
TIKSWN UMLQIKW^MZIOM\PI\¼[R][\JINÆQVO
Just recently, a war veteran was injured
in the head by a gas canister, and when
members of the peaceful crowd went to
PQ[IQLIXWTQKMWNÅKMZÅZMLaM\IVW\PMZ
gas canister into their midst for no apparent reason - scattering the people that were
simply attempting to help a injured man.
The injured veteran, Scott Olsen,
required brain surgery as a result of the incident. According to a report, Olson, while
[\IJTMIVLITMZ\Q[[\QTTPI^QVOLQNÅK]T\QM[
with his speech.
<PMXWTQKMWNÅKMZZM[XWV[QJTMNWZ\PM
QVKQLMV\_I[M^MVÅTUML\IXQVO]XPQ[
name badge and refusing to answer or
acknowledge any questions until his superior was called. Furthermore, journalists
covering the event with press badges clearly
displayed have been arrested and called
“anarchists and provocateurs”. It has even
been reported that some photographers

College orientation:
agenda-setting at its best

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

In September, New York Post’s Robert
Shibley said that college students are being
brainwashed by university administrators
IKZW[[\PM=;Ja\]ZVQVOÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\
orientation into “politically correct re-education” programs.
Last fall at DePauw University, IN, new
freshmen were “forced” to watch a realistic
demonstration, according to Shibley. At
New York’s Hamilton College, male students were coerced into a “She Fears You”
presentation, where they were taught the
college’s complicated “rape culture.”
Shibley warns parents to ask their children to avoid college-sponsored programs
that serve to “reform” students’ thoughts
about controversial issues such as race, sexuality and religion.
Alan Charles Kors, author of “Thought
Reform 101” on Reason.com, wrote about
the Orwellian thought reform implications of today’s college orientation. Both
The New York Times and The Wall Street
Journal published surveys of freshman orientations in 1991 and 1992. Their reports
implied that orientations have been turned
into “intense initiations” at some colleges.
These orientations involved “delicate subjects like… date rape [and] race relations,
and how freshmen, some from small towns
and tiny high schools, are supposed to deal
with them.”
Are we, as an institution, beginning
to ridicule the “political correctness” that
drove academic administrators to be more
watchful about speaking their minds, or otherwise? Should parents and students listen
carefully about the claims and cultures of
these colleges before making up their minds
about their agendas?
Many of these goals – exhibited through
freshman orientation – are guided by “internalized oppression,” wrote Kors. Since
[\]LQM[[PW_ML\PI\LQ^MZ[Q\aQ[JMVMÅKQIT
towards the development of education as a
whole, such oppression has become a crucial concept in diversity education planning
documents of most universities. Administrators want to make it clear that college is the

place to practice social justice and glorify
diversity.
Tony Tillman, the person-in-charge of
Dartmouth’s mandatory “Social Issues” orientation, explained the need for students to
address the “various forms of ‘isms’: sexism,
racism, classism,” of all which were interrelated, according to Kors.
The question is, is the approach appropriate?
I remember in university-required racial
and multiculturalism courses – Human Relations and Race (in America) – I was taught
white privilege and how oppression exists in
America. I associate the classroom activity with one that was carried out in 1998
Swarthmore College’s dormitories. Firstyear students were asked to line up by skin
color, from lightest to darkest (in my class, it
was from majority to minority), and to step
forward to talk about how they felt concerning their place in that line. I remembered
how exactly I felt in the scenario – uncomfortable. I understand it was the purpose
of the “game” to uncover the silent racism,
among other ‘isms,’ that are existent on our
campus.
Similarly, Kors asked what could
students possibly know, compared to those
KZMI\QVOXZWOZIU[NWZWNÅKM[WN [\]LMV\TQNM
and residence (and development), about
what students truly should feel?
Many of us probably come from places
and schools where we are the majority, or
at least knowing that we had a role to play
in places we originate. Of course, I do not
marginalize students who suffer from the
society’s oppression. Yet I can’t count how
many times I felt a reverse effect when I see
separate programs designated for minorities.
Oberlin “educated” its freshmen about “differences in race, ethnicity, sexuality, gender,
and culture,” with separate orientations for
blacks, Hispanics, gays and lesbians, and
Americans of Asian descent. In Kors’ writing, Katherine Balmer, assistant dean for
freshmen at Columbia, told the Times “you
can’t bring these people together… without
some sort of training.” (What are we, puppies?)
Most orientation programs have good
intentions as they attempt to introduce
NZM[PUMVIVLÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\[\WIVM_
environment that requires greater tolerance and celebration for diversity. However,
colleges and universities need to re-evaluate
the programs that they have installed for
these fresh minds – to help them explore
the ongoing social injustice, yet not forcing
agendas down their throats.
“College is supposed to teach you how
to think, not what you must think,” Shibley
said.

have been shot with “non-lethal rounds”
aM\\WJMKWVÅZUMLQN Q\_I[IJMIVJIOWZ
rubber bullet).
The events mentioned above have been
documented by video footage and proven
to be unprovoked attacks on people within
the Occupy protests.
In Occupy San Diego, a video has gone
viral as a man can be seen being held in a
choke hold by the police force. We’ve yet
to hear from the police force, however, the
video circulating online that shows the man
trying to stand up (as ordered by the police)
before he was suddenly put into a choke
hold.
<PMQVLQ^QL]ITÅTUQVO\PMI[[I]T\_I[
an army veteran and he too was surprised
at the force used against the innocent
protestor.
In Occupy California, protestors at
Berkeley experienced being jabbed by police batons, and when an arrestee (who suffered a broken rib) asked for his rights and
asked when he could see a lawyer, a police
WNÅKMZ\WTLPQU\PI\PM¹PI[VWZQOP\[º1V

\PM[IUMXZW\M[\XWTQKM_MZMIT[WÅTUML
yanking people to the ground by their hair.
Mind you, these were peaceful protestors.
Naturally, video of this is available online
as well.
News sources in general have not been
reporting on any of this. You get the occasional column, the post about Occupy
movements being questioned and potentially shutdown, but little-to-nothing about
how some members of the media or the
public are being treated aggressively.
It’s more than a little bit mind-boggling,
and a fair-bit disturbing, how coverage
of the Occupy movements have been so
severely skewed.

The opinions expressed on the
Opinions page are not necessarily
those of the college, university
system or student body.

Quote of the Day

“We’re born alone, we live alone, we die

alone. Only through our love and friendship
can we create the illusion for the moment that
we’re not alone.”
Orson Welles

1HUGLßFDWLRQLVWKHQHZFRRO

Mike Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

I’ve been hearing a
lot of talk about what to
do on a weekend. Some
people want to go to the
bars. Other people want
to go out and party. Still
some want to have a grand
ole’ time at the local movie
theater.
I don’t like doing any
of these things on a weekly
basis. I like to game.
What I mean by game
is playing either video
games, card games or
– hold on to your pants
– pen and paper RPGs.
We’re talking Dungeons
and Dragons, the super
nerdy stuff.
I’ve been to the bars
and I’ve been to more
house parties than I want
to admit and I can say
from experience that they

bore me to tears. Every
night is the same. People
get drunk, tell each other
how much they love each
W\PMZÅOP\IVL\PMVUISM
up and do it again each
week. The drama is a
never-ending cycle. It’s
like watching the same
tired old soap operas every
weekend.
When I play games
with my friends, there are
the dizzying highs of a
critical hit or a perfectly
M`MK]\ML\MIUÅOP\WV
League of Legends, the
crushing lows of a critical
fail or a Magic The Gathering shutout. There are
jokes passed around and
everyone has fun.
Being a nerd means
that I don’t wake up
hungover and broke from
a night I don’t remember.
Being a nerd means using
my brain and being active
with my fun. Being a nerd
means not having to compromise myself for society.
Being a nerd has been a
genuinely freeing experience for me.
1KIUMQV\WUaÅZ[\
Dungeons and Dragons
experience with a measurable degree of hesitation.
I wasn’t “that nerdy” and

I wouldn’t compromise
being “cool” for something
so nerdy. I dropped all
WN \PI\IN\MZ\PMÅZ[\
minutes of play. I felt completely accepted, unhindered and full of creative
power. I’ve never looked
back since that day.
Some people try far too
hard to conform to what
society thinks is “cool” and
end up hurting themselves
and their friends in the
process. Drinking does not
make you “cool”, it’s what
you do when you drink
that makes you cool. There
is little difference from sitting in a bar and sitting on
a couch watching TV. You
don’t accomplish much
with either and going to
the bar can give you a
headache.
A friend of mine
recently said “being a nerd
is cooler than being cool.”
1ÅVL\PW[M_WZL[\WZQVO
true to this day.
So remember that you
are the ultimate judge of
what’s right for you the
next time you think “that’s
too nerdy” or “I’m too
cool for this.” Opening
your mind could be a refreshing, exhilarating new
experience.

Have an opinion? Send a letter to the editor.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Nov.
14 at 8 p.m.
The Fabulous Armadillos
- Midnight Special at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
Nov. 14, Tuesday, Nov. 15,
Wednesday, Nov. 16 and
Thursday, Nov. 17 at
7:30 p.m.
An Evening of French Violin
Sonata at The Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall,
Tuesday, Nov. 16
at 6 p.m.
Art Crawl at the Veranda
Lounge, Friday, Nov. 18
at 5 p.m.
Trombone Studio Recital at
the Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall, Friday,
Nov. 18 at 6 p.m.
Kris Christenson Senior
Composition Recital at
The Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall, Friday, Nov. 18
at 8 p.m.
The Local Blend presents Diet
Folk, Friday, Nov. 18 at 8 p.m.
Shawn Phillips at The
Pioneer Place Main Stage,
Friday Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m.
A Christmas Carol at the
Paramount Theatre, Saturday,
Nov. 19 through Sunday,
Dec. 4
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Local groups, individuals celebrate dance
Molly Willms
DANCE REVIEW

After all but living at the Pioneer Place in
my time as editor of arts & entertainment, I
hadn’t been to a show there yet this season.
Having yet to disappoint me with their
shows, this weekend proved no exception.
“Dancing with Many Voices” was truly
a celebration of dance in every form: tap,
Bharatha Natyam, belly dancing, ballroom, choreographed drumming, modern and more. The
show, presented by Pioneer Place and Wicked
Sister Dance Theatre, featured performances by
nine groups and individuals.
The performance began with the usual
announcement by Mark Barth about upcoming programming at Pioneer and thanks for the
performers for choosing their venue.
<PMÅZ[\V]UJMZ_I[JaO]M[\KWUXIVa
North Dakota Ballet Company. Called Devotion, it was comprised of four dancers interacting and breaking off for solos to Bobby
McFerrin’s “Sweet in the Morning”. The
choreography was asynchronous, but this choice
appeared deliberate.
Next was Jeff Ringer of StudioJeff with
partner Eva Huls performing a salsa number.
Latin ballroom is always fun to watch, and the
two were clearly well-matched. Huls wore a
short, fringed dress and Ringer wore a coordinating black ensemble. Fans of ballroom (read:
just about everyone) weren’t disappointed.
The Radiant Moon Belly Dancers took
the stage next with a routine danced to Niyaz’s
“Minara”. The choreography was minimal until
the dancers balanced swords on their heads and
danced the remaining minutes as such. It was a
LMÅVQ\MNMI\WN JITIVKM·\PM[_WZL[_MZMJITanced by the thin edge of the blade, and yet the
dancers never wavered.
Next was a modern pas de deux choreographed by David DeBlieck and performed
by him and Catie Hill. The two performed in
several other numbers throughout the show, but
this was their only routine together. The piece,
composed by Will Van de Crommert, began
with the sound of falling rain and transitioned
into a classical piece. The two supported one
another alternately and used a back wall for
several acrobatic steps that garnered applause
for their complexity and visual appeal. The duet
was a piece of modern dance that would have
made Martha Graham proud.
Amanda Coy Chouinard then performed
a self-choreographed solo to a Matchbook Romance song. The routine was a short and wellplaced lyrical performance between a modern
duet and the traditional dance that followed.
A folk poem set to music was the accompaniment to Karthiga Veeramani’s performance
of a traditional Indian dance. “Valli Kanavan”
is a poem about a wife missing her husband,
Lord Muruga, as he is away tending to his
duties. Indian dance is one of the most ornamental styles of solo dance, and Veeramani has
been performing since age six. She was fully
immersed in the character of Valli and her
performance was compelling.
Next was a short piece performed by the
Minnesota Dance Ensemble and choreographed
by Chouinard. The piece was noted as a workin-progress in the program, and was intended
to provide an interpretation to the music, which
Chouinard said captivated her. The choreography was strong and the costumes seemed
perfectly matched to the theme of the music.
After an intermission, DeBlieck reclaimed
the stage for a unique solo based on pictures
of legendary choreographer Vaslav Nijinsky.
DeBlieck took 15 pictures of Nijinsky posing and imitated each in the order they were
presented on a projector screen. He then went
through the cycle again to Karl Zero’s “I Love
You For Sentimental Reasons”, giving the
ZW]\QVMIUWZMÆQZ\aNMMT<PMV2QUUa;WUMZville’s version of “People are Strange” began,
and the cycle took on an eerie, lost, outsider feel

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

A decorative dance piece called Nritta was performed by Karthiga Veeramani
as part of the performance of Dancing with Many Voices.
WN IXMZ[WV[KIZMLIVLUQ[XTIKML.WZ\PMÅVIT
cycle, the two songs were mixed and the resultQVOZW]\QVM_I[IKWUJQVI\QWVWN \PMÅZ[\\_W
The only complaint about this routine was that
it left us wanting more. Perhaps this isn’t even
truly a complaint: the theme and premise were
so unique, the performance so engaging that
I wanted to see the same theme repeated to a
dozen more songs.
Choreography by Stephanie Eichmann to
the Beatles’ “Help” was next. MDE retook the
stage for a humorous number about a group of
people uniting for a common goal. The routine
was a fun break from some of the heavier performance art, but was still well-choreographed
and performed.
Veeramani performed the decorative dance
Anjali next. She underwent a complete costume
change for the number and it differed greatly
NZWU\PMÅZ[\ZW]\QVMQV\MV\QWVITTaVW\KWV^Maing any message but being purely ornamental. It
was nonetheless as captivating.
Catie Hill returned for a tap solo to Ray
Charles’ “Mess Around”. This number was an
upbeat audience favorite that combined classic
tap with Charleston-style movement that had
the audience clapping to the beat.
The belly dancers of Radiant Moon
returned in a rainbow of traditional costumes
for a shorter performance to a percussion piece.
This routine was more lighthearted and fun and
contained more of the traditional hip movement of belly dancing.
Perhaps the most dramatic and unexpected
XMZNWZUIVKM_I[\PMÅVITOZW]X\PM;+;=
Malaysian Student Association’s drum group.

)\ÅZ[\ILZ]UUQVOOZW]X[MMUMLUQ[XTIKML
in an evening of dance. It soon became clear
why they were there: it was the most tightly-choreographed routine of the evening. The seven
drummers used their two sticks to hit all sides
of theirs and others’ drums, leapt over drums,
moved them around the stage and even stood
on them for the end formation. Their concentration was hypnotic; it was clear that these
young people were nothing short of experts at
their craft.
<PMÅVITMJZW]OP\ITTOZW]X[IVLQVLQ^QL]als back to the stage to end the performance.
1\_I[IKTI[[QKXMZNWZUIVKMÅVITMIVL1_I[
grateful that all were wearing their proprietary
costumes, it made for an interesting tableau to
see a fringed salsa mini-dress next to traditional
Indian dance clothing along with the classic
black the modern performers wore.
I know that as a lifelong devotee of dance
and longtime dancer, I’m inclined to enjoy
a good dance performance more than most.
Judging by the standing ovation from the varied
crowd, though, this was not a show to miss.
We’re lucky to have groups like MDE and
Wicked Sister and individuals like Veeramani
and Ringer working here in Central Minnesota.
This show likely gave the dance performance
bug to many in the audience. We can only hope
that Pioneer Place continues to host events by
Wicked Sister and other local dance companies
and individuals, and that these people branch
out and continue to perform where everyone
can enjoy them.

Orchestra Festival Concert at
Ritsche Auditorium, Saturday,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.
3RZGHUßQJHU at the Pioneer
Place Main Stage, Saturday,
Nov. 19 at 7:30 p.m.
SCSU Improv! at the Pioneer
Place Main Stage, Sunday,
Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m.

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

<PM,IVKQVO_Q\P5IVa>WQKM[XMZNWZUIVKM[ÅVQ[PML\PMKMTMJZI\QWVWN LIVKM_Q\PIÅVITM_PQKPNMI\]ZMLITT\PMXMZformers dancing at the end of the show.
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The Fabulous Armadillos band performs songs by Steely Dan at the ‘Midnight Special’ performances Monday through Thursday evenings.

‘Midnight Special’ revisits the ’70s
>MTTQVMXTIaQVOO]Q\IZ<PMaIT[W_MTKWUML[XMKQITO]M[\[
\WXMZNWZUL]ZQVO¹<PM5QLVQOP\;XMKQITº\PMUM;XMKQIT
BEAT REPORTER
O]M[\[QVKT]LML,I^QL-QTIVLWV[I`WXPWVM8I\ZQKS<PWZV
WV\Z]UXM\:QKPIZL?Q\\UIVWV\Z]UXM\IVL^WKIT[IVL
7VMJIVLZWKSML\PMPW][MQV\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKM¼[[WTL
<WU*IZLWVSMaJWIZLIVL^WKIT[
W]\\PMI\ZM<PM[\IOM_I[\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\WIN]VSaOTQ\\MZa
¹)TTWN W]ZUMUJMZ[XTIaQVLQNNMZMV\JIVL[[W_MPW[\
_WVLMZZMUQVQ[KMV\WN \PM¼[LQ[KWLIa[)_MTTSVW_V
[PW_[L]ZQVO\PM_MMS\WOQ^M\PMU][QKQIV[IKPIVKM\WXTIa
5QVVM[W\IOZW]X<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[JIVL\WWS\PM
_Q\P\PMQZW\PMZJIVL[WV_MMSMVL[º)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL
[\IOMIVLMV\MZ\IQVML\PMI]LQMVKM_Q\PI¹5QLVQOP\;XMKQITº
8I[[QWVI\MIJW]\U][QK)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL\PMJIVLXTIa[
theme.
\W\QUM[IaMIZ<PMaXZQUIZQTaXTIaI\\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKM
*I[MLWV\PMXWX]TIZ<>U][QK^IZQM\a[PW_¹<PM
PW_M^MZ\PMaIT[WPI^MXMZNWZUMLI\NM[\Q^IT[XZQ^I\MM^MV\[
5QLVQOP\;XMKQITº_PQKPZIVNZWU!\W! \PMXMZIVLJMVMÅ\M^MV\[NWZ=VQ\ML?Ia
NWZUIVKMPILI]VQY]M\PMUM<PM\MTM^Q[QWVXZWOZIU_I[
¹?MLWV¼\IK\Q^MTa[MMSJWWSQVOJM[QLM[\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKM
I[XMK\IK]TIZTQ^MU][QK^MV]M_Q\PPW[\?WTNUIV2IKSIVL
[WXMWXTMKWV\IK\][NWZM^MV\[IVL\PI\Q[PW__MOM\W]\[QLM
O]M[\[\IZ[TQSM,WTTa8IZ\WV:IVLa2WVM[<QVI<]ZVMZ\PM
_WZS?MTW^MOQ^QVOJIKS\W\PMKWUU]VQ\aI[_MTTº)ZU,WWJQM*ZW\PMZ[)ZM\PI.ZIVSTQV,I^QL*W_M*QTTa+Za[\IT [\ZWVO[IQLWN PQ[JIVL
and more.
5IZS*IZ\PKWW_VMZWN \PM8QWVMMZ8TIKMITWVO_Q\PPQ[
JZW\PMZ,IVXZIQ[ML<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[¹<PMKWZM
<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[_MZMN]TTaQV^WT^MLQV\PM
JIVLNMI\]ZM[[WUMWN 5QVVM[W\I¼[JM[\U][QKQIV[<PMaIZM
\PMUM<PMaKTIQUML\PM[\IOMQVWTLNI[PQWVMLOTQ\ba[]Q\[
]VJMTQM^IJTMº*IZ\P[IQL
<PMO]M[\NMUITM^WKITQ[\0MQLQ7_MV[M^MV_WZMIX]ZXTM
*IZ\P_PWJW]OP\\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKMQV!! _Q\PPQ[
R]UX[]Q\<PM[QVOMZ[IT[WPILOTQ\\MZaUQKZWXPWVM[
/ZMO)ZU[\ZWVOIT[WSVW_VJaPQ[[\IOMVIUMWN ¹/IZa JZW\PMZ,IV[IQL\PMaQUUMLQI\MTaTW^ML\PMaMIZWTL
,ºM`XTIQVML\PMQLMINWZ\PM[PW_¹)N\MZ_MIZMLWVM_Q\P
J]QTLQVO7ZQOQVITTaPM[IQL\PMa_IV\MLIXZWL]K\QWV[\]LQW
our series every year, everyone tosses around ideas. At our last NWZ\PMQZ^QLMWXZWL]K\QWVKWUXIVa4I\MZ\PMa]\QTQbML\PM
UMM\QVO5I\\>MTTQVM\PMO]Q\IZQ[\JZW]OP\]X\PMQLMIWN 
\PMI\MZNWZXMZNWZUIVKM[TQSM\PM)ZUILQTTW[
\PM5QLVQOP\;XMKQITIVLM^MZaWVM\PW]OP\Q\_W]TLJMZMITTa
¹,IV[\IZ\ML\PMQLMI\WNMI\]ZM\PMJIVL[Q`aMIZ[IOW
N]Vº)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL
IVL_MPI^MPW[\MLITTMQOP\[MI[WV[WN \PM)ZUILQTTW[[PW_[
)\IOM)ZU[\ZWVOILLMLPMJIZMTaZMUMUJMZML\PM
?MILLMLIVQV\P[PW_IVL\PI\[WTLW]\QVWVTaPW]Z[º
TI\MVQOP\<>[PW_J]\Q\PQ\I^IZQMLI]LQMVKM;WUMWN \PM *IZ\P[IQL0M[IQLQ\Q[I_QV_QVNWZ\PMJIVLIVLPQ[^MV]M
[WVO[TQSM¹,IVKQVO9]MMVºJa)JJISMMXOM\\QVOXTIaML
JZQVOQVOQV\PMKWUU]VQ\a\WZMTI`Ja[Q\\QVOIVLTQ[\MVQVO\W
IVLZM\IQV\PMQZK]ZZMV\ÆIZM7\PMZ[LWVW\IVL)ZU[\ZWVO
music.
MVRWaMLXTIaQVO\PM[WVO[\PI\PILLQ[IXXMIZML\WOQ^M\PM
¹<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[PI^MZMITTaJMKWUMITWKIT
U][QKTQNMIOIQV¹?MPQ\ILQ^MZ[MI]LQMVKMJI[MLWV\PM
U][QKITXPMVWUMVWVº*IZ\P[IQL
U][QKNZWUXMWXTMQV\PMQZTI\MZaMIZ[\WXMWXTMQV\PMQZ\_MV/IQVQVOXWX]TIZQ\a\PMJIVLLQLVW\LQ[IXXWQV\\PMI]LQ\QM[º)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL
MVKM?Q\PIÆI[PaZM\ZW^QJMIVL[XW\WVU][QKIT\ITMV\\PMa
)ZU[\ZWVO[\IZ\ML<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[QV
ZMKMQ^ML[PW]\[IVLIXXTI][MITTVQOP\
IK\QVOI[\PMSMaJWIZLQ[\IVLXZWL]KMZ<PMJIVLPI[VW_
4WZQ<WZJMZOI;\+TW]LZM[QLMV\_PWPWTL[[MI[WV
OZW_VQV\WIXZWUQVMV\U][QKIT\ITMV\
\QKSM\[ILWZML\PM[PW_¹1TW^MQ\JMKI][M1PI^MVW\PMIZL
<PMOZW]XPI[KWZMUMUJMZ[8I]T,QM\PMTUXTIaQVOO]Q\PM[M[WVO[QV[WTWVO )VL_Q\PW]\\PMJIVLIVL\PM8QWVMMZ
\IZ)ZU[\ZWVOWV\PMSMaJWIZL*QTTa;KPMZMZW_VQVO^WKIT[ 8TIKM;\+TW]L_W]TLTW[MIUIOVQÅKMV\\ITMV\º<WZJMZO
2Ia7¼,WVVMTXTIaQVOLZ]U[5QSMBMTMVaWVJI[[IVL5I\\ said. She added that she would drive to Minneapolis to see

Chelsea Christman

\PM)ZUILQTTW[J]\Q\Q[I\ZMI\\WPI^M\PMUIKKM[[QJTMQVPMZ
own town.
+PIZ<WZJMZOIVW\PMZI]LQMVKMUMUJMZ[IQL[PM_IQ\ML
QVTQVMI\IUNWZPMZ[MI[WV\QKSM\[\W[MM\PMJIVL¹1¼^M
PIL[MI[WV\QKSM\[[QVKM\PMa[\IZ\MLIVL\PMaIZM_WVLMZN]T
NWZ\PM;\+TW]LUIZSM\º[PM[IQL
1V\Z]MNWZU\PM[\IOMTQ\]X_Q\PU]T\QKWTWZMLTQOP\[IVL
[XIZSTM[)XZWRMK\WZ[KZMMVIJW^M\PMJIVL[PW_ML\PMVIUM
WN \PMIZ\Q[\_PW_ZW\M\PM[WVO<PMaXTIaML[WVO[Ja:WL
Stewart, Little Feet, Jerry Lee Lewis, and more. Another proRMK\WZ\W\PMTMN\[QLMWN \PM[\IOMLQ[XTIaML¹<PM5QLVQOP\
;XMKQITºQVN]VSaTM\\MZQVO\WUI\KP\PM<>[PW_
¹1\_I[IJTI[\\WXTIa\PQ[[PW_JMKI][MQ\KZW[[MLITT
OMVZM[WN U][QK?MOW\\WXTIaM^MZa\PQVONZWUKW]V\Za\W
XWX\WZWKSIVLLQ[KWº)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL
1V^WT^MLQVU][QK[QVKM\PQZLOZILM)ZU[\ZWVOWVTa
JMOIVXTIaQVO\PMXQIVWI\IOM¹1\I]OP\Ua[MTN \WXTIa
IVL1_W]TL[SQXKWTTMOMKTI[[M[\WOWXZIK\QKMNWZMQOP\PW]Z[
[\ZIQOP\ºPMM`XTIQVML)NWZUMZ;+;=[\]LMV\PM_W]TL
[VMISW^MZ\W\PM8MZNWZUQVO)Z\[+MV\MZ\WNWTTW_PQ[KITTQVO
)ZU[\ZWVO¼[ZMJMTTQW][VI\]ZMXIQLWNNMIZVQVOPQUIU][QK
career.
*MOQVVQVOPQ[XZWNM[[QWVITKIZMMZI\IOM )ZU[\ZWVO
PI[XTIaMLQVXZWUQVMV\JIVL[_Q\PQLWT[TQSM*WJJa>MM0M
PI[IT[WZMKWZLML[M^MZITZMKWZL[_Q\PJIVL[TQSM/*4QMOP\WVJ]\PQ[LIaRWJQ[_ZQ\QVORQVOTM[;WUMWN PQ[_WZS[IZM
\PM5K3Ia¼[5QTTMZ)]\W8TIbIIVL*ZIL[PI_IVL*ZaIV\
RQVOTM[
¹1_ZQ\MRQVOTM[NWZITTIZW]VL\PMVI\QWVIVL\PI\Q[PW_
1SVW_[WUIVaU][QKQIV[\WWº)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL0M[IQL
\PI\PMSVW_[ITIZOMVM\_WZSWN U][QKQIV[IVLQN PMI[S[\W
JZQVO\PMUQVI[O]M[\[NWZ\PM)ZUILQTTW[\PMaIT_Ia[_IV\
to join in.
¹5][QKQ[IP]OMZMTMI[M1\KIVÅTTXMWXTM_Q\PUIVa
MUW\QWV[IVLOM\\QVO\W[PIZM\PI\Q[OZMI\º)ZU[\ZWVO[IQL
<PM.IJ]TW][)ZUILQTTW[ZWKSML\PM8QWVMMZ8TIKM
\PMI\ZMZM\ZW[\aTMNZWU5WVLIa6W^\W<P]Z[LIa6W^
<PMaXMZNWZUML¹<PM5QLVQOP\;XMKQITº\PMUM_Q\P
^QOWZZMKMQ^QVO\WV[WN IXXTI][MIVLXZIQ[M<PM[PW_ZIVITT
NW]ZVQOP\[NZWU"\WXU.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWVWZ\W
KWV\IK\\PMJIVL^Q[Q\___NIJ]TW][IZUILQTTW[KWU

REVIEWS

UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

‘Stronger’ is Clarkson’s strongest album yet
Ashmika Patke
ALBUM REVIEW

Vivacious pop, rock,
and country artist, Kelly
Clarkson released the much
I_IQ\MLÅN\PITJ]U¹;\ZWVOMZº
worldwide on Monday, Oct.
24, 2011 almost three years
IN\MZPMZTI[\ITJ]UZMTMI[M
Clarkson started her music
KIZMMZI\IVMIZTaIOMJ]\
OIQVMLNIUMNZWUJMKWUQVO
\PM_QVVMZWN \PMZMITQ\a\ITMV\
show American Idol in 2003.
Later that same year, she was
[QOVML\W\PMU][QKKWUXIVa
:+))N\MZ\PI\Q\_I[ITUW[\
instantaneous that her talent
sky-rocketed her to international stardom.
Clarkson released her
LMJ]\ITJ]U¹<PIVSN]TºQV
1V¹*ZMISI_Iaº
NWTTW_ML<PMV¹5a,MKMUJMZº_I[ZMTMI[MLQV
4I\MZ¹)TT1-^MZ?IV\MLº_I[
released in 2008.
?PQTMKWUXM\QVOWV

American Idol, Clarkson
\W]ZML_Q\PPMZNMTTW_)UMZQKIV1LWTÅVITQ[\[<PZW]OPW]\
her career, Clarkson has traveled on nine separate concert
\W]Z[IT\WOM\PMZ
The Texas native turned
country in 2007 and toured
_Q\P\PMKW]V\ZaY]MMV:MJI
McEntire. Clarkson has spread
out her impressive talents and
LIJJTMLQVIK\QVOW^MZ\PM
years. Clarkson has worked
_Q\PIV]UJMZWN PMZNMTTW_
KWTTMIO]M[QVKT]LQVONMTTW_
American Idol winner, Carrie
Underwood.
+TIZS[WVPI[JMMV
VWUQVI\MLNWZIVLPI[_WV
countless musical awards
QVKT]LQVO+W]V\Za5][QK
)_IZL[)KILMUaWN +W]Vtry Music Awards, American
Music Awards, Country Music
<MTM^Q[QWV*QTTJWIZL5][QK
)_IZL[?WUMV¼[?WZTL
)_IZL[3QL[¼+PWQKM)_IZL[
Radio Music Awards, Teen
+PWQKM)_IZL[8MWXTM¼[

PHOTO COURTESY OF DISNEYDREAMING.COM

Kelly Clarkson’s new album ‘Stronger’ was released
Oct. 21 and features songs surrounding overcoming
issues with empowerment.

RATING:
Choice Awards, Video Music
Awards, and Grammy Awards.
)KKWZLQVO\W*QTTJWIZL

Clarkson is the most successN]T)UMZQKIV1LWTKWV\M[\IV\
_WZTL_QLM?Q\P+TIZS[WV¼[

rare musical talent, her comUQ\\MLNIV[KIVWVTaM`XMK\\PM
unexpected.
<PM[\IVLIZLMLQ\QWVWN 
\PMTI\M[\ITJ]UPI[XWX
[WVO[ILM\IQTMLTaZQK[JWWS
and exclusive photos. The
LMT]`MITJ]U^MZ[QWVQVKT]LM[
NW]ZJWV][\ZIKS[Q<]VM[48
ILM\IQTML[WVOJWWSIVL
M`KT][Q^MXPW\W[<PMITJ]U
\Q\TMQ[LMZQ^MLNZWU\PMJI[Q[
WN ITT\PMITJ]U¼[[WVO[[]ZZW]VLQVOXMZ[WVIT[\ZMVO\P\W
overcome issues with empowMZUMV\)N\MZITUW[\aMIZ[
QV\PMU][QKÅMTL+TIZS[WVPI[
VM^MZNMT\[\ZWVOMZ¹;\ZWVOMZº
Q[KWV[QLMZML\WJM+TIZS[WV¼[
[\ZWVOM[\ITJ]UaM\[WPMZ
U][QKKIVWVTaKWV\QV]M\WOM\
JM\\MZ_Q\PMIKPQVVW^I\Q^M
ITJ]U
The heavily praised title
\ZIKS¹;\ZWVOMZºQ[IV]XJMI\
[WVOIJW]\JMQVO[\ZWVO
MVW]OP\WW^MZKWUMTQNM¼[
^IZQW][PIZL[PQX[<PMPQOPTa
IKKTIQUMLPQ\[QVOTM¹5Z

3VW_1\)TTºQ[I[MV\QUMV\IT
JITTILIJW]\TW^MIVLLI\QVO
PIZL[PQX[*W\PZWKS[WVO[IZM
MI[QTaZMTI\IJTM\WPMZLMLQKI\MLNIV[
+TIZS[WV¼[U][QK^IZQM[
NZWUXWX\WZWKS\WKW]V\Za
UISQVOPMZ_WVLMZN]T^WQKM
ZMIKPI[\WVQ[PQVOVM_TM^MT[
_Q\PM^MZa[WVO<PM^Q^IKQW][
[QVOMZPI[[WTLW^MZUQTTQWV
ITJ]UKWXQM[OTWJITTaIVLPI[
[M^MV[MV[I\QWVIT[QVOTM[\PI\
PI^MTIVLMLQV\PM*QTTJWIZL
0W\\WX0MZW]\OWQVO
attitude and lively personality
Q[[PW_V\PZW]OPPMZ[WVO[
IVLW]\[\IVLQVOXMZNWZUIVKM[
5aZI\QVONWZ3MTTa+TIZS[WV¼[ÅN\PITJ]U¹;\ZWVOMZºQ[
VQVMW]\WN \MV<PMUa[\MZQW][Ta]VXZMLQK\IJTMXWXIZ\Q[\
always surprises her multitudiVW][NIV[_Q\PPMZ_WVLZW][
^WKIT\ITMV\[QVM^MZaJZQTTQIV\
tune.

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Happy Feet Two
Rid of Me
The Lie
Garbo: The Spy
Breaking Dawn

Rayman Origins
Saints Row: The Third
Kung Fu High Impact
Dawn of Fantasy
Combat Wings

The Jigsaw Seen: Winterland
Drake: Take Care
Childish Gambino: Camp
Caveman: Coco Beware
Los Campesinos!: Hello Sadness

Marquee
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Feather extentions: trend and issue
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

.MI\PMZ[ÆW_NZMMTa
QVJM\_MMV[\ZIVL[WN 
OQZT[¼PIQZIJZQOP\KWTWZ
KWV\ZI[\QVOIOIQV[\\PM
TWKS[.][MLQV\WPIQZWZ
KTQXXMLWV\PMNMI\PMZ
NILQ[M`XTWLQVOWV\W\PM
NI[PQWV[KMVM7VPMILJIVL[MIZZQVO[VMKSTIKM[IVLM^MVX]Z[M[
NMI\PMZ[IZMJMKWUQVO
]JQY]Q\W][
<PMMIZ\PaVI\]ZM
QV[XQZML[\aTMQ[IXXIZMV\
QVITUW[\M^MZa[\WZM
*ZIVL[NZWU,Ia\ZQX
\W+TIQZM¼[IVL=ZJIV
7]\Å\\MZ[IZMRWQVQVO\PM
JIVL_IOWV\WKI\KP\PM
NZM[P\ZMVL
.MI\PMZ[IZMI^IQTIJTM

QVVMIZTaM^MZaKWTWZ
[QbMIVLTMVO\P.WZ
RM_MTZa\PMaIZMUW[\
KWUUWVIVLIKKM[[QJTM
I[MIZZQVO[.ZWUTWVO
LIVOTQVOOZW]X[WN Å^M
NMI\PMZ[\WI[QVOTM[PWZ\
WVMMIZZQVO[IZMXZWUQVMV\<PMaKW[\IJW]\ 
IVL]X
.MI\PMZM`\MV[QWV[
IZMIT[WIUIRWZ\ZMVL
;\IZ\QVOIJW]\[Q`
UWV\P[IOW[ITWV[JMOIV\WKIZZaNMI\PMZ[\W
MQ\PMZOT]MWZ_MI^MQV\W
OQZT[¼PIQZ_Q\PJMIL[
8TIKM[TQSM:MOQ[QV\PM
+ZW[[ZWIL[5ITTKIZZaI
_QLMIZZIaWN NMI\PMZ[
_Q\P[\ZIVL[WN \QV[MT
\PI\KIVIT[WJMILLML\W
\PMNMI\PMZ[NWZIVM`\ZI
[XIZSTM8ZQKM[ZIVOM
NZWU NWZWVMNMI\PMZ

\WIJW]\ UI`QU]U
NWZIOZW]XQVOWN NMI\PMZ[WZILLML\QV[MT5W[\
[ITWV[[MTT\PMNMI\PMZ[NWZ
]X\W IXQMKMIVL
\PMZMIZMM^MV_MJ[Q\M[
\PI\NWK][WVWVTaNMI\PMZ
M`\MV[QWV[ITM[TQSM___
ÅVMNMI\PMZPMIL[KWU
.WZIVW\PMZWX\QWV
KTQXWVNMI\PMZM`\MV[QWV[
KIVIT[WJMX]ZKPI[ML
<PM*]KSTMPI[\PMUNWZ
WVTa !-Q\PMZKTQX
WV[WZ\PMZMITNMI\PMZ
M`\MV[QWV[IZMJ]LOM\
NZQMVLTa_Ia[\WLZM[[]X
PIQZ
)KKWZLQVO\W<][\QV
0IQZ;ITWVNMI\PMZPIQZ
M`\MV[QWV[IZMUILM
NZWUNMI\PMZ[\PI\KWUM
NZWUPaJZQLZWW[\MZ[W[\ZQKPM[WZMU][
<PMM`\MV[QWV[KIVJM

\ZMI\MLR][\TQSMZMO]TIZ
PIQZ+][\WUMZ[KIV
_I[PJZ][PJTW_LZa
[\ZIQOP\MVWZM^MVK]ZT
\PMQZPIQZ_Q\P\PMNMI\PMZ[=[]ITTa\PMaKIV
TI[\]X\WNW]ZUWV\P[
JMNWZM\PMaNITTW]\WZIZM
JZ][PMLW]\
<PMTI\M[\NMI\PMZQV[XQZQVO\ZMVLQ[I\\ZIK\Q^M
IVL]VQY]M)T\PW]OP
\PMNZMM[XQZQ\MLTWWS
Q[IXXMITQVOKW]TL\PM
NMI\PMZNILJMPIZUQVO
W\PMZQVL][\ZQM['
<PM[IUMUI\MZQIT[
][MLNWZNMI\PMZM`\MV[QWV[IZM][MLNWZÅ[PQVO
I[_MTT)Z\QÅKQITÆQM[IZM
UILM¹JaNI[\MVQVOPIQZ
N]ZNMI\PMZ[WZW\PMZ
UI\MZQIT[JW\PVI\]ZIT
IVL[aV\PM\QKWV\WI
PWWSº

2WPV:][[M\\
ASST. MARQUEE EDITOR

Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

<RXUKDLUZLOOÀRZIUHHO\WKLV
ZHHNDIWHU\RXVKRZHUVR
VWD\FOHDQDQGOHW\RXUKDLU
down.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

2QO\\RXFDQSUHYHQWIRUHVW
¿UHVVRGRQ¶WJRFDPSLQJ

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

([SHULPHQWZLWK\RXUPRUQLQJ
ULWXDO%HLQJRSHQWRQHZ
WKLQJVPD\EULJKWHQ\RXUGD\

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

<RX¶UHPLVVLQJ\RXURWKHUKDOI
7DNHDORQJWULSWR¿QGLW

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

'RXEOHFKHFN\RXUIRRG
DOOHUJLHV6HDIRRGPD\QRWEH
LQ\RXUEHVWLQWHUHVW

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

6RPHRQHQHZZLOOEX\\RX
DJLIW0DNHVXUHWRJHWWKH
UHFHLSW

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

Write  for  The  Chronicle  
WKLVZHHN,WZLOOIXO¿OO\RXU
wildest  dreams.

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

/HDSLQWRWKHDUPVRIDQHZ
SHUVRQDOLW\7DNHOLIHE\WKH
horns.

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21
0DNHVXUHWRIROORZXSRQ
\RXUGRFWRUVDSSRLQWPHQWV

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
5HVWDUW\RXUHQJLQHEXWPDNH
VXUHQRWKLQJ¶VOHDNLQJ¿UVW

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

6WLFNWRYHJHWDEOHV6WD\DZD\
from  the  starches.

Å[PQVO[\WZM[TQSM+IJMTI¼[[WXZQKM[IZMZQ[QVO
JMKI][MWN \PMLMUIVL
QVJW\PJ][QVM[[M[
)JQZL¼[XZMKQW][
KTQXXQVO[IZM_IV\MLJa
U]T\QXTMQVL][\ZQM[<PM
IKKM[[WZQM[IZMIUIQV
LM[QZMQV\PMJW\P\PM
Å[PQVOIVLNI[PQWVQVL][\Za.MI\PMZ[[\ZMIUQVOQVIOQZT¼[UIVMWZ
ÆW_QVONZWUIVMIZZQVO
_QTTKWV\QV]M\WKTIQUI\\MV\QWV°J]\I\\PMXZQKM
WN \PMÅ[PQVOQVL][\Za)
Å[PMZUMV¼[LQ[UIaQ[I
\ZMVLa_WUIV¼[\ZMI[]ZM
_PQKPWNNMZ[IKPWQKMNWZ
\PW[M_PWIZMJW\PNI[PQWVKWV[KQW][IVLMVRWa
Å[PQVO<PMXIQV[[WKQM\a
MVL]ZM[NWZJMI]\aKW]TL
TMIL\WXIQVN]TTW[[M[QV
IVW\PMZQVL][\Za

Open Mic Night
showcases talent

Your  favorite  exercise  machine  
of  the  week  will  be  the  
treadmill.  Go  with  it.

)KKWZLQVO\WI6M_
AWZS<QUM[IZ\QKTM¹.Ta
Å[PQVONMI\PMZ[¸_PQKP
QVLQ^QL]ITTaIZMKITTML
PIKSTM[IVLI[IOZW]X
KITTML[ILLTM[¸IZM
PIZ^M[\MLNZWUZWW[\MZ[
XIQV[\ISQVOTaJZML\W
OZW_[]XXTMNMI\PMZ[1\
\ISM[UWZM\PIVIaMIZ
NWZIZWW[\MZ\WOZW_
NMI\PMZ[TWVOIVLXTQIJTM
MVW]OPNWZ][MJaÆa
Å[PMZUMVº<PMZMIZM
VW\MVW]OPNMI\PMZ[\W
[PIZMIUWVO\PMÅ[PQVO
IVLNI[PQWV_WZTL[
7^MZITT\PMNMI\PMZ[I\\ZIK\Å[PJ]\\PM
QVL][\ZaQ[OWQVOLW_V
L]M\WNI[PQWV¼[KZI^QVO
NWZ\PMXZWL]K\;WUM
NMI\PMZ[NWZÆaÅ[PQVOIZM
M^MVJMQVO[WTLNWZ]X
\W I\P]V\QVOIVL

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

)Æ]\M\ZQWXMZNWZU[\PM[WVO»:MKM[[QWVWN +WTWZ[IVL8W[\T]LM¼L]ZQVO»<PM
)UMZQKIV;XQZQ\¼KWVKMZ\.ZQLIaM^MVQVOQVPWVWZWN ^M\MZIV[

‘Spirit’ concert honors veterans
Chelsea Christman

<PMIZ\[IZMITQ^MIVL_MTT
I\;+;=
:MUQVQ[KMV\WN *QTTQM0WTQLIa¼[[]T\Za^WKIT[XMZUMI\QVO
I[UWSMÅTTMLZWWUWZ)TTMV
/QV[JMZO¼[ÅZ[\XMZNWZUIVKM
WN ¹0W_TºQV\PM;Q`/ITTMZa
QV;IV.ZIVKQ[KW\PMXMZNWZUIVKM[I\\PM9]IZZaWV
?MLVM[LIa6W^![PW_KI[ML
\PM\ITMV\[WN ;+;=[\]LMV\[
8WM\[U][QKQIV[IVLKWUMLQIV[ITT\WWS\PMQZXTIKM]VLMZ
\PMJZQOP\TQOP\[\WXMZNWZU
NWZIVMVMZOM\QKI\\MV\Q^MIVL
[WUM\QUM[ZW_LaKZW_L
¹<PMKZW_L_I[I_M[WUM
<PMa_MZM^MZaZM[XWV[Q^M?M
_MZM[\ZIQOP\]XPI^QVOIOWWL
\QUM_Q\P\PMUº[IQL-^QV
0I]SW[MUKMMWN \PMWXMV
UQKVQOP\0M[IQL\PQ[_I[
WVTa\PM[MKWVLWXMVUQKPM
PI[PW[\ML
0I]SW[[IQLM^MV\[TQSM\PM
WXMVUQKVQOP\OQ^MXMWXTMI
KPIVKM\WOM\W]\IVLM`XZM[[
\PMU[MT^M[
¹1\PQVS\PI\¼[WVMKWWT
\PQVOaW]OM\I\7XMV5QK
6QOP\aW]OM\XMWXTM_PWIZM
R][\°\W\ITTaIKKMX\QVOWNaW]
SVW_\PMLQ^MZ[Q\aWN \PMM^MV\
IVLXMZNWZUIVKMº0I]SW[
[IQL¹AW]OM\\WSVW_XMWXTM
PMIZ_PI\\PMaZMITTa_IV\\W
[IaIVL\PMaOM\IKPIVKM
\WLW\PI\PMZM)VLQ\¼[VW\
M^MZaLIaaW]OM\IKPIVKM\W
LW\PI\º
<ZM^WZ3TIXX_PW[M
O]Q\IZIVL^WKIT[ÅTTML\PM
9]IZZa\W_IZL\PMMVLWN \PM
VQOP\[IQLPMTQSML\PMI\UW[XPMZMWV?MLVM[LIaVQOP\
¹1\¼[ZMNZM[PQVO\WPMIZ\PM
IZ\[ITQ^Mº3TIXX[IQL0M
_MV\WV\W[Ia\PI\PMIXXZMKQI\MLPI^QVO\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
PMIZW\PMZXMWXTM¼[WXQVQWV[
3TIXX[IQLPM][]ITTaXTIa[
_Q\PPQ[JIVL<WJWOOIVIVL
PMPI[V¼\XTIaMLIVa_PMZM
_Q\P\PMSQVLWN MV^QZWVUMV\

\PM9]IZZaXZW^QLMLI\\PM
WXMVUQK
¹1TQSM\PQ[JMKI][MQ\¼[ZMTI`MLºPM[IQL<PMQV\QUIKa
WN \PM^MV]M\PMQV\MZIK\QWV
_Q\P\PMKZW_LIVL\PMIJQTQ\a\WKWUU]VQKI\M_Q\P\PM
XMWXTMXZW^QLMLI]VQY]M
M`XMZQMVKMNWZ3TIXX
¹<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZWOZIU
*WIZLPI[JMMVZM[XWV[QJTMNWZ
LWQVOWXMVUQKVQOP\[NWZI
TWVO\QUMº0I]SW[M`XTIQVML
0M[IQL\PI\\PMa\ZaIVL
LW\PMWXMVUQKWVKMIUWV\P
IVL\PMXMZNWZUIVKM[KW^MZI
_QLMIZZIaWN \ITMV\[
¹AW]OM\IVa\PQVONZWU
LIVKMZ[[QVOMZ[R]UXZWXMZ[
1\¼[KWWT1TW^M\PI\[\]NNº
0I]SW[[IQL?PQTMPMMVRWa[
JMQVO]XQVNZWV\WN \PMKZW_L
PM[IQLPM\PI\JMQVOIVMUKMM
OM\[\WJMITW\WN _WZS
0I]SW[_PWXTIa[QVI
JIVL[IQL\PI\JMQVO]XWV
[\IOMIVLZ]VVQVO\PM[PW_Q[
ILQNNMZMV\\aXMWN QV\MZIK\QWV
IVL[\QTTIJQ\NWZMQOV
¹1¼U][]ITTaUWZMKWUNWZ\IJTM_Q\PIO]Q\IZQVPIVL°
WZUaÅLLTMWZ[WUM\PQVOJ]\
Q\¼[N]V1LMÅVQ\MTaTW^MQ\-[XMKQITTa_PMVaW]OM\IKZW_L
TQSM\PI\\PI\¼[R][\_QTTQVO\W
PI^MIOWWL\QUMºPM[IQL
?PQTMPM_I[PIXXa_Q\P
\PMKZW_LIVLXMZNWZUMZ[
0I]SW[[IQL\PMaIZMIT_Ia[
\ZaQVO\WOM\UWZMQV^WT^MUMV\
QVITTI[XMK\[
¹?MZMITTaVMML\W[]XXWZ\
\PMM^MV\IVLOM\UWZMXMWXTM
QV\MZM[\MLºPM[IQL
1N 7XMV5QK6QOP\[
KWV\QV]M\WJZQVOKZW_L[IVL
XMZNWZUMZ[TQSM\PW[M_PW
[PW_ML]XWV?MLVM[LIa
\PMZM[PW]TLJMVWXZWJTMU
OMVMZI\QVOQV\MZM[\
¹8MWXTMVMML\WKWUM
IVLKPMKSQ\W]\Q\¼[IKWWT
M^MV\<PI\¼[\PMUIQV\PQVOº
0I]SW[[IQL
<PMVM`\7XMV5QK6QOP\
_QTTJMWV5WVLIa,MKI\
XUQV\PM)\_WWL5MUWZQIT+MV\MZ9]IZZa

I_PWW[PQVO[W]VLTQSM_QVLIVLW\PMZ[
[TIUUML_WWLMVJWIZL[\WOM\PMZNWZM^QT
BEAT REPORTER
JMI\[4QOP\Æ]\MKMV\MZML[W]VL[_W]TL
[]LLMVTaZWIZQV\WÅMZKMJZI[[QMZ[W]VL[\W
8I\ZQW\Q[U;MZ^QKM)UMZQKI0WVWZ
/ZQMN8ZQLM4WaIT\a>M\MZIV[5IVa_WZL[ KZMI\M\PMKWV\ZI[\WN OWWLIVLM^QT?PMV
\PMJIVLÅVQ[PML\PM[WVOZMKMQ^MLI[\IVL[QOVQNa\PMUMIVQVOWN >M\MZIV[,IaJ]\
QVOW^I\QWV
WVTaWVMM^MV\XIQZ[\PMUWV]UMV\ITLIa
¹?M_WZSMLWV»)VOMT[QV\PM)ZKPQ\MK_Q\PU][QK
\]ZM¼NWZIJW]\\_WUWV\P[IVLQ\ITTR][\
1VIU][QKIT\ZQJ]\M\Q\TML¹<PM)UMZQKTQKSML\WVQOP\º[IQL5IZS:PWLM[I\PQZL
KIV;XQZQ\º\PM;+;=?QVL-V[MUJTM
aMIZ[\]LMV\IVLXZQVKQXIT\Z]UXM\QV?QVL
IVL\PM\P1VNIV\Za,Q^Q[QWV:ML*]TT
-V[MUJTM
*IVLKWUJQVML\WPWVWZITT^M\MZIV[IVL
<PMVQOP\KIUM\WI[MK\QWV\Q\TML
KMTMJZI\M\PM\MV\PIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN \PM!
¹<ZQJ]\M\W>M\MZIV[ºVM`\5IaWZ,I^QL
LQ[I[\MZ<PMaXMZNWZUMLIKWVKMZ\QV\PM
3TMQ[IV;+;=OZIL]I\MIVL^M\MZIVOI^M
:Q\[KPM)]LQ\WZQ]UÅTTQVO\PM[XIKM_Q\P
\PM[IT]\I\QWV\W\PQ[XIZ\0M[XWSMIJW]\
\PM[W]VLWN W^MZQV[\Z]UMV\[
8ZWNM[[WZ:QS0IV[MVLQZMK\WZWN JIVL[ ^M\MZIV[ÅOP\QVONWZNZMMLWUIVLPW_PM
[I_IN]\]ZMQVW\PMZ[JMKI][MWN \PM[MZ^QKM
KWVL]K\QVOIVLPQ[\WZaPMTXMLWZOIVQbM
WN ^M\MZIV[3TMQ[MVLMLPQ[[XMMKP[IaQVO
\PMKWVKMZ\0M[IQLQ\_I[IVM^WT]\QWVWN 
¹/WLJTM[[ITT\PM^M\MZIV[IVL/WLJTM[[
U]T\QXTMXQMKM[KWUQVO\WOM\PMZ
¹?MNW]VL\PI\I\;+;=UQTQ\IZaJIVL[ \PQ[OZMI\VI\QWVº
.WTTW_QVO3TMQ[_I[I_ZQ\\MVI[XMK\
XIKSML\PMPW][MIVLXMWXTMJMKIUMUWZM
WN \PMM^MV\>M\MZIV[IVL[\]LMV\[ZMIL
I_IZMWN \PM?QVL-V[MUJTM[W_MKWUPMIZ\NMT\[\WZQM[\Q\TML¹8ZWÅTM[WN +W]ZIOMº
JQVML\PMUº0IV[MV[IQL
7VM?QVL-V[MUJTMUMUJMZ[XWSMWN PQ[
)[\PMJIVL[\]LMV\[OZM_IVLZMITQbML
NI\PMZ¼[LMI\PL]M\WVMZ^W][OI[M`XW[]ZM
\PMUMIVQVOWN [MZ^QVO\PMQZKW]V\Za\PMa
IVLXW[\\ZI]UI\QK[\ZM[[LQ[WZLMZ
M[\IJTQ[PMLIKMTMJZI\WZa\ZILQ\QWV_Q\P\PM
)N\MZUWZMU][QKIT\ITMV\[I[MZ^QKM\P1VNIV\Za:ML*]TT*IVL<PMUQTQUMVIVL:ML*]TT*IVLUMUJMZZMKQ\MLI
\IZaJIVLQ[KWUXZQ[MLWN 6I\QWVIT/]IZL
XWMUNZWUUMUWZa_PQTM\PMJIVLXTIaML
[MZ^QKMUMVIVL_WUMV_PW\ZI^MTIZW]VL
)N\MZW^MZaMIZ[WN [MZ^QKM\PMUIV_I[
\PM_WZTL\WXTIaNWZ\ZWWX[7^MZ\PMaMIZ[
ZM\QZQVOIVLPMKTIQUML\PM[\IOM_Q\PPQ[
\PMaPI^MXMZNWZUMLNWZ\PMXZM[QLMV\IVL
ZMVLQ\QWVWN IXWMU\WTLNZWU\PMXMZ[XMK\ZI^MTMLQV\W\PMUW[\LIVOMZW][_IZbWVM[
\Q^MWN \PMVI\QWV
\WQV[XQZM\PM[WTLQMZ[_Q\P\PMQZU][QK
<PMKWVKMZ\NMI\]ZMLW\PMZKTI[[QKXQMKM[
¹<PM:ML*]TT*IVLQ[WVMWN \PMJM[\
QV\PMVI\QWVIVL[M^MVWN \PMUMUJMZ[IZM TQSM¹)UIbQVO/ZIKMºIVL¹)UMZQKI\PM
*MI]\QN]TºI[_MTT1\MVLML_Q\PIV]XJMI\
;+;=IT]UVQº0IV[MV[IQL
KMTMJZI\WZa[WVO\Q\TML¹)TTMT]QI 4I]LIU][
-`XTIQVQVO\PM:ML*]TT*IVL0IV[MV
<MºIVLIVW\PMZ[\IVLQVOW^I\QWV
[IQL\PI\\PM6I\QWVIT/]IZLUMUJMZ[IZM
4W_MTT8MKSIV)QZ.WZKMUMUJMZNWZ
LQNNMZMV\NZWUW\PMZJIVL[NZWU\PM_Ia\PMa
Å^MaMIZ[IXXZMKQI\ML\PMXZM[MV\I\QWV¹1\
XTIa\WM^MVPW_\PMa[\IVL¹AW]KIV[MM
_I[\MZZQÅK?MIZMNZWU*MI^MZ,IU?Q[
PMIZIVLNMMT\PI\\PMaIZMIJIVLWN JZW\PJ]\KIUMLW_V\W^Q[Q\UaLI]OP\MZQV;\
MZ[IVL[Q[\MZ[<PMaIT_Ia[KTIQUIJ[WT]\M
+TW]LIVL1IUOTIL[PM\WWS][\W\PQ[
ZM[XMK\NZWU\PMKZW_Lº0IV[MV[IQL
KWVKMZ\ºPM[IQL8MKS_I[IT[WQV\PM)ZUa
.WZ\PMXI[\Å^MaMIZ[\PM?QVL-V:M[MZ^MNWZaMIZ[
[MUJTMIVL:ML*]TTJIVL[PI^MKWUJQVML
8ZM[QLMV\WN ?QVL-V[MUJTM:IKPMT
\WKZMI\M\PM)UMZQKIV;XQZQ\M^MV\<PMÅZ[\
aMIZWVTaXMWXTMI\\MVLML4I[\aMIZ\PM ;IQTWZIR]VQWZ_I[XZW]LWN \PMJIVL¼[
IKKWUXTQ[PUMV\¹1\_I[IVPWVWZ\WXTIa
I]LQMVKMOZM_\WJWVLQVO\PMKWUU]_Q\P\PM:ML*]TT*IVLIVL1¼UOTIL_M
VQ\aQVXI\ZQW\Q[U
KW]TLKWV\ZQJ]\M\WPWVWZQVO\PM^M\MZIV[WN 
¹<PMKMV\ZIT\PMUMQ[\WZMVM_\PM
)UMZQKIº[PM[IQL
)UMZQKIV[XQZQ\\W[]XXWZ\IVLPWVWZ^M\MZ<PMUM[[IOM_I[M^MV[\ZWVOMZNWZKIUIV[IVLJZQVOQV\PMKWUU]VQ\aº0IV[MV
X][JMKI][M\PMZMIZMW^MZ^M\MZIV[I\
[IQL
;+;=¹1\¼[JMMV^MZaZM_IZLQVO\WJMIXIZ\
<PQ[aMIZ\PMXZWOZIUJMOIV_Q\PI
WN \PQ[M^MV\JMKI][MQ\PI[IP]OMQUXIK\WV
KZI[PQVOXZMT]LMWN ¹)T[W;XZIKPBIZI\P][\PM[\]LMV\[\PMKWUU]VQ\aIVL\PM^M\MZ\ZIºJa:QKPIZL;\ZI][[<PM[MZ^QKMUMV
IV[º0IV[MV[IQL¹<PM)UMZQKIV;XQZQ\¼[
_WZM\PMQZ]VQNWZU[_PQTM\PM?QVL-V[MUX]ZXW[MQ[\WUISMILQNNMZMVKMIVLMUXPIJTM_WZMKTI[[QKJTIKS
[QbMOTWJITKQ\QbMV[PQXIVL\PM[\]LMV\[PI^M
6M`\\PMJIVLXZMXIZMLNWZ\PMUW[\
LQNÅK]T\XQMKM<Q\TML¹)VOMT[QV\PM)ZKPQ\MK- LQ[KW^MZML\PI\PIVL[WV\PZW]OP\PQ[[MZ^QKM
TMIZVQVOXZWRMK\º
\]ZMº\PM[WVO_I[IXW_MZN]TQV[XQZI\QWV
<PM)UMZQKIV;XQZQ\>M\MZIV[<ZQJ]\M
¹<PMKWVKMX\WN \PM[WVOQ[\PI\IVIVOMT
M^MV\\WWSXTIKMWV6W^QV;\M_IZ\
KWUM[LW_V\WXZW\MK\XMWXTMWVMIZ\P
0ITT¼[:Q\[KPM)]LQ\WZQ]U>M\MZIV[_MZM
IVL\PMZMQ[IKWV[\IV\[\ZQNMJM\_MMVOWWL
PWVWZML_Q\P[WVO[IVL[\WZQM[IVL\PM
IVLM^QT\PZW]OPW]\J]\Q\MVL[QVXMIKMº
M^MV\TI[\MLNZWU\W "XU
0IV[MV[IQL
2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:
0WVWZQVO!¹)VOMT[QV\PM)ZKPQSCSU
students
displayed
a variety of talents
\MK\]ZMºNMI\]ZML\PM][MWN QV\MZM[\QVO
Wednesday evening during Open Mic Night in the
[W]VL;\]LMV\[\_QZTMLJTIKS\]JM[\WKZMI\M
Quarry.

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

7 BDRM HOUSE NEXT
To Library! Open 1213 School Yr! $335/PM
www.stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

HOUSES/APTS/ROOMS
Avail. Now. 12/1 and 1/1.
2-6 Blks SCSU Library. Free
Heat/Parking 251-1925

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

10 BEDROOM HOUSE
For Rent! Open 12-13/School
Year Call 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

REMODELED 6BDRM!
On 6th Ave! Huge
Front Porch & Garage
www.stcloudrental.com

AFFORDABLE & QUIET!
We’re Located On The SE
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedrroom
Apts. And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic Cable,
Trash, Water Included.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.northernmgmt.com

GREAT LOCATION
ON University Drive SE! 3
Bedroom Apts. With Heat,
Basic Cable, Trash, Water
Included. Bus Top w/Shelter
Within a Block. Call Liz
320-217-4115
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing! Kent
Housing.com or
320-252-5500
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments 2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673

HOUSES AND APTS.
Now Renting “12-13” School
Year. Dan 251-1925
GRAB A FRIEND
And Leave Dorm Life Behind!
Come View Our 1 & 2 & 4
Bedroom Apts. and Single
Bedrooms. Heat, Basic Cable,
Trash, Water Included. Call
Liz 320-217-4115
ww.northernmgmt.com
AVL IMMEDIATELY!
3 Rooms For Rent In Large 10
Bedroom House 1 Block From
SCSU. $350/Month. Includes
All Utilities! 320-761-0911 Ryan

HOUSES HOUSES
FEMALES AND MALES. Houses 3 Bdrm To 12 Bdrm.
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
Clean. Updated. 39 Great
apartments. Heat paid, A/C, Locations Within 6 Blocks
D/W, Parking avail. Now Of SCSU Library. Free Heat,
and Jan 1. E.P.M. 251-6005
Parking. Also 1 Bdrm To 4
Bdrm Apts. 251-1925

3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet! Huge Kitchens And Family Rooms. Individual Parking
Spots! Call 320-492-1230
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year!
Free Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

mpmproperties.net
WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
SCSU HOUSES,
Houses, Houses!
www.stcloudrental.com

SCSU HOUSES FOR
Rent! 12-13 8 Bdrm On 6th
Ave! $285/PM All House
Showings Start Octover 17th
www.stcloudrental.com
METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms, Decks, Houses,
Heat Paid, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.riversiderealestateprop.com
scsu4rent.com
HUGE 4 BDRM HOUSE!
Open 12-3 814 5th St. S!
Call Us! 320-229-1919
STUDIO APARTMENT
Available Jan. 1st
400+ square feet. Heat paid,
A/C, Parking,
E.P.M. 251-6005

808 9TH AVERemodeled 5 Bedrm! 816 9th
Ave- 5 Bdrm $310/PM 818
9th Ave- $300/PM! 6 Bdrm!
Call Us! 320-229-1919
1,2 &3 BEDROOM APTS.
Avail. Washer Dryer
In Unit Dishwasher.
On Clipper Bus Line Call For
Showings.320-259-4040 or
320-333-7789
HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan

AT T E N T I O N
CHEAP IPOD,
Iphone, Ipad Repair. www.
huskyipodrepair.com
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Columns
WEEK OF NOV. 14 - 20

BASKETBALL
W - Jamestown College
Nov. 15, 7 p.m.
Away
W - Sioux Falls College
Nov. 19, 2 p.m.
Home
M - Hoopster Classic
v. St. John’s
Nov. 18, 8 p.m.
v. Jamestown
Nov. 19, 6 p.m.
Home

HOCKEY

Healthy holiday eating
may be easier than you think
Lauren Willms
HEALTH COLUMN

The holidays present us with family
time, celebrations, and plenty of opportunities to overeat. While things like
turkey, mashed potatoes, and eggnog
are all holiday staples, eating too much
of them can contribute to not only an
upset stomach, but also weight gain.
There are many ways to enjoy these
holiday foods and still avoid feeling
sluggish and gaining weight.
To begin, skipping meals is not a
good idea. This can not only make you
feel tired, but it can also cause binge
eating when the opportunity to eat
again arises. Instead, attempt to eat
multiple small meals throughout the
LIa<PMOWITQ[\WNMMT[I\Q[ÅMLVW\
necessarily full, throughout the day. If
you still want to indulge in a Thanksgiving or Christmas dinner, try eating

small, protein enriched meals during
the day prior to the dinner. That way,
you will be less apt to eat the big dinner because there is already food in
your stomach. If you wait to eat until
dinner, binge eating is likely because of
the lack of food and increased hunger.
This contributes to weight gain as well
as nausea due to overeating.
If your meal is early in the day or
waiting for you at the end of a long
drive, a quick way to trick your metabolism is to drink a large glass of water
before the meal. This has a similar effect to eating protein rich foods before.
It provides a base in your stomach for
the heavy, savory meal. Sometimes our
bodies confuse hunger with thirst, and
this also may contribute to satisfying
any initial hunger.
Colorful foods are always welcomed when it comes to making
choices during the holidays. It is important to not only include the protein

enriched, darker foods such as turkey,
KPQKSMVIVL[\]NÅVOJ]\IT[WOZMMV[
and reds such as salads, green beans,
and cranberries. This is adding substance to your meal while contributing
to a healthier end result. Make sure to
load up on fruits and vegetables as well
as everything else.
If you feel like burning calories
ahead of time, working out before
IUMITQ[IT[WJMVMÅKQITL]ZQVO\PM
holiday season. Studies show that
exercising before eating increases one’s
metabolism. A sense of accomplishment is often achieved during exercise,
and may even inspire you to eat less
during the large dinners.
Ultimately, the key to a healthy
holiday season is portion control and
the inclusion of healthier options. If
you apply these tips to decrease hunger
and balance your diet, the work will be
done for you.

M - University of Minnesota
Nov. 18, 7:37 p.m.
Home
Nov. 19, 7:07 p.m.
Away
W - Niagara
Nov. 18-19, 6 p.m. & 1 p.m.
Away

SWIM / DIVE
UW Green Bay
Nov. 18-19
Away

WRESTLING
Finn Greneker Open
Nov. 19, 9 a.m.
Moorhead, Minn.

PHOTO COURTESY OF AGWIRED.COM

Load up on veggies, drink plenty of water and don’t forget to exercise for a healthy holiday season.

Texans see defensive turnaround
Alan Gall
SPORTS COLUMN

VIKINGS
Green Bay Packers
Nov. 14, 7:30 p.m.
Away
Oakland Raiders
Nov. 20, 12 p.m.
Home

WILD
Blue Jackets
Nov. 15, 6 p.m.
Away
Avalanche
Nov. 17, 7 p.m.
Home
Blues
Nov. 19, 7 p.m.
Home

Many NFL teams have
the pieces in place for a
championship run this
year. But as many football
fans know, pieces cannot
win games. One team that
lacked consistency last year
was the Houston Texans.
In 2010, Houston’s passing defense ranked dead last
in the league. They allowed
1400 more yards than the
highest ranked defense of
the time. Opposing teams
PILIÅMTLLIaKWUXTM\QVO
a league high 18 plays over
40 yards. Houston failed to
stop anyone and allowed
teams to light up the scoreboard with an average of
almost 27 points per game.
Anyone following football this year has been witnessing an amazing worst
\WÅZ[\\]ZVIZW]VLKW]Z\M[a
of the current AFC South
leaders. The focal point of
the young Houston organization has always been
its explosive offensive play,
particularly the aerial assault led by Andre Johnson.
Last year, the Texans
were able to strike an offensive balance with the
signing of the undrafted
free agent Arian Foster.
After leading the league
in rushing yards, Foster
allowed Houston to be able
to focus on improving their
pitiful defense.
The 2011 offseason was

very kind to this budding
franchise as far as free
agency was concerned.
Houston fell out of the running to sign star cornerback
Nnamdi Asomugha and
instead signed Johnathan
Joseph and Danieal Manning to bolster their failing
secondary.
Coaching personnel was
also an area that the front
WNÅKMLMKQLML\WILLZM[[
Wade Phillips, who found
himself out of a head
coaching job in Dallas, was
offered a defensive coordinator position the street by
Texans owner Bob McNair.
Phillips saw need for a
major defensive overhaul

and used the short offseason
to convert teach the players
\PMÅVMZXWQV\[WN \PM
defensive scheme.
The changes made in
the shortened offseason
have all paid off to this
point and has produced the
leagues stingiest defense
in terms of yards allowed.
This is even more impressive when considering that
Houston has traditionally
been a team that found
limited success by outperforming opposing offenses.
This year however, they
have found a way to get
ahead early even with stars
on the bench due to injury,
and hold opponents to an

average of only 17 points
without star linebacker
Mario Williams.
With everything falling
into place for this expansion
team, they seem poised to
have their best season to
date. They are off to the
hottest start in their history
I\IVLIZMITQSMTaKIVLQLI\MNWZ\PMQZÅZ[\XTIaWNN 
berth since joining the
league in 2000. But there is
always more football to be
played, and this season is
sure to have more surprises
in store for football fans
across the country.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLSPORTSMADNESS.COM

The Houston Texans seem poised for their best season to date.
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&LW\DUFKHU\KXQWPD\VHHßQDO\HDU
Ryan Wolff
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the weather becoming more brisk and the leaves
on the ground, hunters all over Minnesota are starting to
PQ\\PMQZNI^WZQ\MÅMTL[IVL_WWL[<PQ[IT[WUMIV[\PI\
\PM+Q\aWN ;\+TW]L_QTTPI^MQ\[IVV]IT1V+Q\a)ZKPMZa
0]V\
<PM1V+Q\a)ZKPMZa0]V\Z]V[NZWU;MX\\PZW]OP
,MK_Q\PLIQTaP]V\QVO\QUM[Z]VVQVONZWUWVMPITN
PW]ZJMNWZM[]VZQ[M\WWVMPITNPW]ZIN\MZ[]V[M\
+PZQ[\WXPMZ.WZ[T]VLPMIT\PIVLQV[XMK\QWV[KWWZLQVI
\WZNWZ\PMKQ\aWN ;\+TW]LIVLPMILILUQVQ[\ZI\WZWN \PM
P]V\[QVKM[Ia[\PMIZKPMZaP]V\PI[PIXXMVMLM^MZa
NITT[QVKMIVLQ[WXMV\WITTIZKPMZ[W^MZ\PMIOMWN 
 
<PM0]V\_I[X]\\WOM\PMZIN\MZ[WUMZM[QLMV\[_MZM
_WZZQMLIJW]\\PMLMMZXWX]TI\QWVJMKWUQVO\WWTIZOMIVL
that the deer might cause damage to vehicles and yards in
\PMKQ\a.WZ[]T]VL[IQL
¹<PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN 6I\]ZIT:M[W]ZKM[PI[[IQL_M
PI^MUILMIVQUXIK\WV\PMLMMZXWX]TI\QWV_Q\PW]Z
0]V\_PQKPQ[_PI\_M_MZMTWWSQVONWZº.WZ[T]VL[IQL
<PM0]V\Q[UILM]XWN NW]ZP]V\QVOIZMI[_Q\PQV\PM
KQ\aTQUQ\[
)[NWZ\PMV]UJMZWN P]V\MZ[ITTW_ML\WP]V\6QKPW
TI[;VI^MTa,6:I[[Q[\IV\IZMI_QTLTQNMUIVIOMZQV;I]S
:IXQL[[Ia[\PM,6:TWWS[I\\PMTIVLI^IQTIJTMNWZ][M\W
LM\MZUQVM\PMV]UJMZWN TQKMV[M[\WITTW_NWZ\PM0]V\
¹<PQ[aMIZ_MPILJM\_MMVIXXTQKIV\[_Q\P

IJW]\WN \PMIXXTQKIV\[JMQVOVM_\PQ[aMIZ<PMV]U
JMZWN IXXTQKIV\[Q[]X\PQ[aMIZJ]\Æ]K\]I\M[NZWUaMIZ\W
aMIZº[IQL.WZ[T]VL
<PQ[aMIZ\PMKQ\aOI^MW]\QVKQ\aIZKPMZaTQKMV[M[
_Q\PÅ^MIT\MZVI\M[IT[WXQKSML
)KKWZLQVO\W\PMKQ\a¼[WNÅKQITZ]TM[NWZ\PMP]V\QN I
hunter is chosen as winner or alternate, the hunter must
JMIJTM\WXI[[IVMNÅKQMVKa\M[\QVWZLMZ\WZMKMQ^MPQ[WZ
PMZTQKMV[M1VILLQ\QWV\WI KPIZOMJa\PM;\+TW]L
)ZKPMZa)[[WKQI\QWV\PM\M[\QVKT]LM[X]\\QVOÅ^MW]\WN [Q`
IZZW_[QVIVQVMQVKPKQZKTMNZWUILQ[\IVKMWN aIZL[
<PM0]V\IT[WITTW_[TWKITIZKPMZ[\WOM\[WUMP]V\QVO
QV_PQTMVW\PI^QVO\W\ZI^MT\WWNIZ.WZ[T]VLILLML\PI\
\PMaPI^M[MMV[]KKM[[ZI\M[WN P]V\MZ[ÅTTQVO\PMQZ\IO[
ZIVOMIVa_PMZMNZWUXMZKMV\\WXMZKMV\IVLIT[W
\PI\PM¼[[MMVI\ZMVLWN NIUQTQM[XIZ\QKQXI\QVOQV\PMP]V\
\WW
?Q\P\PMP]V\IT[WKWUM[\PMM`XMV[MWN Z]VVQVOQ\
<PMKQ\aWN ;\+TW]LUIaPI^M\WZMUW^M\PMP]V\NZWU
VM`\aMIZ¼[J]LOM\*W\P.WZ[T]VLIVL;VI^MTa_W]TLTQSM
\W[MMIVW]\[QLMWZOIVQbI\QWV[\MX]XIVL\ISMKPIZOMWN 
\PMP]V\J]\JW\PPI^M[IQLVW\PQVOPI[JMMVX]\\WOM\PMZ
aM\
“We would like to see the hunt continue on after this
aMIZº.WZ[T]VL[\I\ML¹J]\_MR][\KIV¼\INNWZL\WX]\\PM
\QUMQV\WQ\IVaUWZMº
.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWVWVLI\M[WZ\QUM[ZMOIZLQVO\PM
+Q\aWN ;\+TW]L)ZKPMZa0]V\XTMI[MKWV\IK\+PZQ[
.WZ[T]VLI\KPZQ[\WXPMZNWZ[T]VL(KQ[\KTW]LUV][WZJa
XPWVMI\

807<7+7=:<-;A7.+1;<+47=,56=;

The Serentiy Park Deer Hunt area. Maps of all legal deer hunting locations can be found on the city’s
_MJ[Q\MI[_MTTI[VW\QÅKIQ\WV[IJW]\QTTMOITP]V\ing areas.

Sports & Fitness Columns

Lockout: do right by the players, fans
Ahmed Warraich
SPORTS COLUMN

<PM6I\QWVIT*I[SM\JITT)[[WKQI
\QWVIVL6*)8TIaMZ[)[[WKQI\QWV
have come to the negotiating table a
number of times, each time walking
away knowing there is a gulf bigger
\PIV\PMZM_I[JMNWZM\PMaKIUMQV
<PM6*)PI[IPIZL\QUMKWV^QVK
ing me that the league is suffering
JMKI][M\PMXTIaMZ[IZMW^MZXIQL1\
seems like the small market teams are
KWV^QVKML\PI\\PMaIZMQV\PMZQOP\1\
[MMU[TQSMJW\P[QLM[IZMXTIaQVO:][
sian roulette with a ticking time bomb;
\PM6*)[MI[WV?PMVITTQ[[IQLIVL
done, there are two sides to the issue,
\PW]OPVWWVM[QLMQ[QV\PMZQOP\
However, neither of them is com
XTM\MTa_ZWVO4M\¼[[\IZ\WNN _Q\P\PM
owners who argue that there needs
to be a change in the system so that
smaller market teams become relevant
IOIQV1KMZ\IQVTaIOZMM_Q\P\PI\
KWV[QLMZQVO\PI\\PM<QUJMZ_WT^M[
PI^MV¼\UILMQ\\W\PMXTIaWNN[M^MZ
since Kevin Garnett took his talents to
\PM+MT\QK[
?PI\1LWV¼\]VLMZ[\IVLQ[_PMV
owners say that their franchises are
VW\UISQVOMVW]OPUWVMa?PMV
millionaires take teams out of a tried
and tested market and hold the city
PW[\IOMNWZIVM_[\ILQ]U7STI
PWUI+Q\a<P]VLMZ1IUTWWSQVOI\
aW]AM[aW]NZWUWVMWN \PMTIZOM[\
<>UIZSM\[

0W_IZMaW][]XXW[ML\WOZW_
IVa_Ia'1\JMO[\PMY]M[\QWV"IZM\PM
W_VMZ[¼NIQTMLÅVIVKQITXWTQKQM[KWU
QVO\WJQ\M\PMUIVL\PMaLWV¼\_IV\
to foot the bill? However you look at
Q\_PI\Q[M^MVUWZM[]ZXZQ[QVOQ[\PM
fact that though they say that many of
our teams are losing money, they are
_QTTQVO\WOQ^M]XIVMV\QZM[MI[WV 
billion, so they can get the best deal
XW[[QJTM
1\X]\[Q\ITTQV\WXMZ[XMK\Q^M0W_
are you willing to let go of billions of
LWTTIZ[WVWVMPIVLIVL[\QTTPIZX
on about losing money on the other?
6MML1IT[WZMUQVLaW],I^QL;\MZV
that giving someone “a take it or
TMI^MQ\ºLMITQ[VW\VMOW\QI\QVO1\Q[
telling someone that this is your only
KPWQKM;WVM`\\QUMaW][Ia\PM_WZL
¹VMOW\QI\QVOº1PWXMaW]LW[Ia[W
MIZVM[\Ta
<PMVM`\^IZQIJTMQ[\PMXTIaMZ[
6W\M^MZaWVMQ[IU]T\QUQTTQWVIQZMQV
aW]ZTMIO]MIVLNWZ[WUMXMWXTMQ\Q[
IXIaKPMKS\PMaKIVKI[P[W\PMMTMK
tricity is not cut and there is food on
\PM\IJTM8TMI[M\PQVSWN \PMUJMNWZM
aW][\IZ\UISQVOQZZI\QWVITLMUIVL[
6W\M^MZaWVMPI[IVWX\QWV\WXTIa
QV1\ITaWZ<]ZSMa_PMVM^MZ\PMaNMMT
TQSMQ\?Q\PW^MZXTIaMZ[QV\PM
league, the King should sometimes
\PQVSIJW]\WZLQVIZaXMWXTMI[_MTT
4I[\TaIVLUW[\QUXWZ\IV\TaIZM
the agents who have a vested interest
QVPW_U]KP\PMQZKTQMV\[MIZV<PMa
should also realize that they are not
XIZ\WN \PM6*8)[WJMNWZMaW][\IZ\

telling your clients that this offer is not
QV\PMQZJM[\QV\MZM[\XTMI[MZMUMU
JMZ\PI\\PMXTIaMZ[MUXTWaaW]\W
negotiate their contracts and not to
negotiate the collective bargaining
IOZMMUMV\
1KIVOWWVIVLWVIJW]\_PI\Q[
wrong with the current state of affairs
QV\PM6*)1\PQVSQVITTWN \PQ[\PM
owners have failed to realize that there
IZMW\PMZ[XWZ\[JMQVOXTIaMLVW_QV
\PM=;<PMTWVOMZ\PMaZMUIQVW]\
of commission and off air, the more
audience they will be losing to those
W\PMZ[XWZ\[
1_W]TLV¼\JM[]ZXZQ[MLWVMJQ\\PI\
6*)¼[TW[[_W]TLJMW\PMZ[¼OIQV<PM
casual fans who are only interested in
JI[SM\JITTR][\JMKI][M\PMQZNZQMVL[
X][PML\PMUQV\WQ\_QTTVWTWVOMZKIZM
_PM\PMZ\PM6*)Q[WVWZVW\
?PI\\PMW_VMZ[IVLXTIaMZ[IZM
doing right now is what is known
I[5),IVIKZWVaUNWZ5]\]ITTa
)[[]ZML,M[\Z]K\QWV*W\P[QLM[PI^M
in their hand a switch that is going
\WLM[\ZWa\PM6*)QZZMXIZIJTaNWZI
TWVO\QUM\WKWUM<PMOZMI\[\ZQLM[
that were made after the last collective
JIZOIQVQVOIOZMMUMV\_QTTJMTW[\
<PW]OP;\MZV[IQLTI[\\QUM\PI\
he is not in the mood to make hollow
threats, he should be ready to face the
fact that in modern times, he will be
\PMÅZ[\KWUUQ[[QWVMZ]VLMZ_PWU
\PMMV\QZM6*)[MI[WV_I[TW[\AW]
807<7+7=:<-;A7..47)<16/<07=/0<+7=3
LWV¼\PI^M\WJMIOMVQ][\W[MMPW_
7_VMZ[IOMV\[IVL[WUMXTIaMZ[IZMJMQVO[MTÅ[P
\PI\_QTTZMILIKW]XTMaMIZ[NZWUVW_
by holding out for the perfect deal.

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for more sports writers and photographers.
Email associateeditor@universitychronicle.net
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)RRWEDOO
Continued from Page 16
stop the Huskies’ potent
offense. The Huskies’
Damon Treat made a
couple of big plays on the
drive. The Dragons nearly
stopped the Huskies’ offense, bringing them down
to a fourth and one. Deep
within Dragon’s territory
the Huskies decided to go
for it, and Walker got them
\PMXI[[)N\MZ\PMÅZ[\
down, they ran it in for a
touchdown. This extended
\PM0][SQM[¼TMIL<PM
Huskies limited the Dragons’ offense, and they were
forced to punt the ball.
The Huskies moved
the ball well, with Walker
getting most of the touches
by running the ball. He was
IJTM\WÅVLXW[Q\Q^MaIZL[
through sheer determination. Klaphake was again
IJTM\WÅVLLQNNMZMV\ZMKMQ^ers to keep the drive alive
and get Huskies a touchdown. This time, Kalphake
ran it in. The Huskies
would miss the extra point
but extended their lead to

The Dragons looked
to answer the Huskies’
drive, but were unable to
do anything. They were
]VIJTM\WÅVLIVa[WZ\WN 
rhythm. This was further
compounded when their
starting quarterback had
to be replaced because of
injury.
Before the half, the
Huskies got on the board
again. This time, Chad
Peterson ran the remaining
5 yards for a touchdown. At
the half, the Huskies had a

comfortable lead 33-7.
The second half started
with Huskies’ offense looking to pick up where they
had left off. With the lead,
Huskies took out their starting quarterback and Bard
Meade looked to provide
the continuity to the ofNMV[M<PMÅZ[\XTIa_I[I
run play from the line of
scrimmage by Husky Andy
Folz. The Huskies ran the
ball most of the drive, and
in the end Lovell Gun ran
it in for a touchdown to extend the Huskies’ lead 40-7.
The Dragons’ offense
looked to get some positive plays on the board as
running back Lucious-West
looked to take the snaps
directly. But after the three
plays, there were no positive yardage and an errand
snap gave Huskies the ball.
From there, Floz ran it in
for a touchdown and added
another 7 points to the
Huskies’ lead 47-7. The
Dragons went back to the
drawing board, and Bryson
Pluta came back in to play
quarterback. The Dragons
kept the ball on the ground
with West doing most of the
work.
The Dragons eventually
got a touchdown, which
was run in by West to put
7 points on the board and
make the score 47-14. The
Huskies started the next
drive, but Gun would be
unable to hang onto the ball
on a run play, which was
recovered by the Dragons. From here the game’s
outcome was more or less

LMKQLMLIVL\PMÅVIT[KWZM
remained 47-14.
After the game Mike
Walker said, “Coming off
any loss you are going to
realize the things you can’t
do, and last week we didn’t
have much focus. This was
the big thing: focus and
executing, and we came out
and did that today.”
When asked about
whether he was nervous
for the playoff game ahead
next week, he said, “No not
really, we are good team
and we know it. If we execute, we can play with the
best in the league.”
Talking about the game
next week, Tony Kubes
said, “We got some experience under our belt, but
kind of the same routine;
treat it as another game. We
are going to play it like we
always do, hopefully come
in get some high emotion
going.”
Coach Scott Underwood said after the game,
“We are all sour letting one
get away from us a week
ago, but it is what it is.”
Talking about importance of a home playoff
game the coach said, “We
certainly want to be at
home, we have been really
successful here.”
With the win over
Moorhead, the Huskies
share the NSIC football title
with University of Minnesota Duluth and University
of Mankato. This marks the
fourth straight winning season, all under coach Scott
Underwood.

Hockey
Continued from
Page 16

coach Bob Motzko, “We
let him down on a few plays
and I expect him to come
out and have a good game
tonight.”
¹?MKIUMW]\ITQ\\TMÆI\
emotionally because we’ve had
some big series the last few
weeks against North Dakota
and Wisconsin,” Motzko said.
“We have to keep our foot on
the pedal and come back out
and play with intensity and
have our senses in the right
place.”
Saturday’s Game
After a tough loss on
Saturday, the Huskies needed
to come back onto the ice and
send a message early on. They
did just that by scoring two
OWIT[QV\PMÅZ[\UQV]\M[I\
the Verizon Wireless Center on
Saturday night. Cory Thorson
scored his second goal in as
many nights a minute into the
game.
Thorson, a sophomore
from Crystal, was assisted by
Jarrod Rabey and Mitch MacMillan. The Huskies scored
again at 1:48 on a goal by Ben
Hanowski, his seventh of the
young season. Andrew Prochno recorded an assist. Prochno,
a freshman from Shorewood,
now has three goals and three
assists on the season.
The Huskies then had to
serve a penalty for too many
men on the ice. The Mavericks
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The Nordic Ski Club of Central MN hosts social outings at popular trails.

6NLFOXEHGXFDWHV
VRFLDOL]HVDOO\HDUORQJ
Alyssa Chrisinger
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

;QVKM\PM![\PM6WZLQK;SQ+T]JWN 
Central Minnesota has been offering its services to St.Cloud and the surrounding area.
The ski club caters to many different
skiing groups: cross-country skiing (including a youth group), a ski-skating group, and
a traditional skiing group for more relaxed
skiers.
“The rate of members has had its ups
and downs over the years,” said Heidi
Harlander, president of the Nordic Ski Club
of Central Minnesota. “It’s important for
people to stay active and get fresh air.”
The ski club offers many different events
and trails for skiers to choose from all winter
long. The ski club encourages people to get
away from dreadful winter and stay active.
It also gives others a chance to meet new
people.
Members get to experience nature
while going through trails, because skiing is
considered a “silent sport,” suited for people
who want to take time and relax on the
trails. Those who want a little more excitement out of skiing can choose to be a part
of ski skating, which is similar to racing.
The ski club offers to teach members how
to use the skiing equipment properly as well
as using skiing techniques. In the afternoon
during the months of January and February,
the youth program offers skiing education
for kids.
“It’s hard to get the word out,” said
Steve Zinsli, outings coordinator of the club.
As a way of reaching out to students, the

Nordic Ski Club of Central Minnesota hosted a ski swap for students at SCSU which
took place at Halenbeck Hall, as a way for
students to get more involved with skiing
and the club. This year they are offering a
$5 annual membership fee and free hat for
students who join the Nordic Ski Club.
“The Nordic Ski Club has about 75
member households, and those members
are very passionate about enjoying the outdoors,” Harlander said.
Winter time activities aren’t all they have
to offer at the Nordic Ski Club. During the
summer months they go bike riding. This
keeps members active and in touch with the
club all year long.
The ski club has its weekly outings on
Wednesdays at Quarry Park during the
February and January months and travels to
different trails on the weekends. The members also take part in grooming and cleaning
up the trails.
“We’re a pretty friendly group,” Zinsli
said.
Members spend a lot of time doing
events and grooming at Quarry Park.
Harlander said their annual event will be
on Jan. 6, Moonlight Ski at Quarry Park.
The trails are lit up for the special evening.
All ages and abilities are encouraged to
come. There they will provide free hot cocoa
IVLIXXTMKQLMZI[_MTTI[IJWVÅZMIVL
other fun activities. There is no fee for this
event and no vehicle pass is required.
For more information on getting involved with the Nordic Ski Club of Central
Minnesota or upcoming events, go to their
website at www.nordicskiclubcentralmn.org
\WÅTTW]\IUMUJMZ[PQXNWZU

3URßOH6&68massage
Brenna Casey
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Andrew Prochno assisted a goal on Saturday.
capitalized when Eriah Hayes
put one by Haragher. Eli Zuck
and Captain Michael Dorr
had the assists.
Junior wing David Eddy
scored at 6:55 on a tip. Kevin
Gravel put it on net and was
given an assist along with Hanowski. The goal was Eddy’s
third on the season after a twogoal effort last Friday against
Wisconsin.
The Huskies went into the
TWKSMZZWWUNWZ\PMÅZ[\QV\MZmission with a commanding
3-1 lead and a lot of reason to
JMKWVÅLMV\
The second period started
with a face-off win by MSU
and was played evenly by both
clubs but was dominated by
the goaltenders.
Each squad had a power
play opportunity in the second
but could not covert. The
Huskies were 0-for-3 Saturday
on the power play. They were
0-for-8 on the power play for

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Husky Brooks Bersch scores in Friday’s game.

the weekend.
With a 3-1 lead in hand
coming into the third period,
the Huskies had little room
for error. Husky goaltender
Ryan Faragher made a huge
LQNNMZMVKMIVLPILWN PQ[
![I^M[QV\PM\PQZLXMZQWL
IVL[MMUML^MZaKWVÅLMV\QV
the crease.
Maverick defenseman Josh
Nelson was sent to the penalty
box at 6:05 for interference.
The Mavericks, while shorthanded, had senior forward
Adam Muller step up and
score a goal at 6:30. He was
assisted by Michael Dorr.
With the lead now down
\WNWZ\PM0][SQM[\PMLMfense was able to bend but not
break and hold onto the victory. The Huskies were outshot
QV\PM\PQZLXMZQWLIVL
!QV\PMMV\QZMOIUM
The win put the Huskies a
game over .500 in conference
play and may indicate that
they are headed toward the
upper echelon of the WCHA,
_Q\PW^MZITT
<PM5I^MZQKS[NITT\W
in conference play and 3-7
overall.
The Huskies will have
their biggest test of the year
this weekend. They have a
home-and-home series against
arch-rival University of Minnesota (ranked number 1 in
the country) next weekend,
with the Friday game at the
National Hockey Center in
St. Cloud. Start time is 7:37
p.m. The Saturday game is at
Mariucci Arena in Minneapolis. Start time is 7:07 p.m.

?Q\P;+;=¼[ÅZ[\[MUM[ter rapidly nearing its end,
many students and faculty
IZMÅVLQVO\PMU[MT^M[QV
need of an escape. Within
Halenbeck Hall, students,
professors, and community
members have the opportunity to relax, revive, and
re-energize with the help of
KMZ\QÅMLUI[[IOM\PMZIXQ[\[
at the Massage Studio.
Located between
Outdoor Endeavors and
the Martial Arts Studio,
the Massage Studio offers
a wide variety of relaxation techniques, pressure
point therapy, and massages including pre-natal,
ZMÆM`WTWOaIVLPW\[\WVM
The Massage Studio is an
affordable getaway from the
pressures of campus life.
The Massage Studio’s
[\INN Q[_MTTLQ^MZ[QÅMLI[
MIKPÅTT[IVQKPM[XMKQÅK\W
many particular clients as
both men and women therapists are available.
“I prefer and love relaxation and helping people
relax,” Tonya Scharmer
said. “Andy really specializes
in deep tissue … If anyone
really needs deep tissue work
and needs knots out, it’s
Andy. If you want to come
relax, revive, you come see
me.”
+MZ\QÅMLUI[[IOM
therapist Tonya Scharmer
KWUXTM\MLPMZKMZ\QÅKI\QWV
at Sister Rosalind’s Gefre
School of Massage in Sauk
Rapids, Minnesota and has
since worked with Campus
Recreation. Additionally,
Andrew Gaddis, who is currently a student at SCSU,
_I[KMZ\QÅMLJa\PM5QVVMsota School of Business.
“Most people that come
in here are concerned about

wellness and health as it
promotes a healthy lifestyle.
A lot of times, people come
in here post-injury and a lot
of times people just come
in here to relax and we can
help them,” Scharmer said.
Brandon Hamdorf, a
XMZ[WVITÅ\VM[[QV[\Z]K\WZ
and trainer at SCSU, has
been receiving massages at
the studio in Halenbeck for
over two years.
“Tonya is the best, she
does the best deep tissue
massages … It’s a great
stress relief and it’s good for
the muscles, too,” Hamdorf
said.
A new massage therapist
will be joining the team
from the Tao Institute in
St. Cloud, specialized in
Eastern massage methods
and relaxation. According to
her online bio which can be
found on the Campus Recreation’s website, “[Karen]
seeks to empower clients in
their path to physical and
emotional well-being by
offering integrated Asian
bodywork, as well as selfhelp suggestions for clients
to use in-between sessions.”
A common misconception made by individuals
_PWÅVL\PMU[MT^M[QV
the Massage Studio is that
the masseurs are students
training to become massage
therapists at St. Cloud State.
Lauren Theis, a receptionist for the Massage Studio, explained that all of the
massage therapists employed
by campus recreation are
KMZ\QÅMLIVLM`XMZQMVKML
“This [the Massage Studio] is a mean of revenue
for campus recreation, but
we understand that most
of our students are on a
budget,” Theis said regarding the low pricing of the
massages and treatments.
The Massage Studio ofNMZ[IVL!UQV]\M[

massages at discounted
prices for staff and students.
In addition, the time can be
split between several different sessions and individuals.
The Studio also offers an
on-site chair option which
can be brought to the client’s place of business.
If one would decide to
make an appointment at
the Massage Studio, it is
VMKM[[IZa\WIZZQ^MÅ^M\W
ten minutes early in order
\WÅTTW]\\PMY]M[\QWVnaire provided to all clients
to be kept on record for
future reference. Then, the
therapist will invite the client
into the room and discuss
IVa[XMKQÅKKWUUMV\[WZ
concern they have prior to
the massage or treatment.
After this brief discussion, the masseur will leave
the room allowing the
individual to remove however much clothing is most
comfortable and prepare
for the session. When ready,
the massage therapist will
re-enter the room and adjust
the temperature, lighting,
and volume of music to
the discretion of the client.
Once the session is complete, the masseur will raise
the lights slightly and leave
the room, allowing the client
to awake and un-dress.
The Massage Studio is a
great and affordable option
for students, faculty, and
community members. As the
holiday season approaches,
OQN\KMZ\QÅKI\M[_QTTJM[WTL
within the Atwood Memorial Center at the Health
.IQZWV6W^NZWU!IU
\WXU
For more information, visit SCSU’s campus
recreation web page or call
 \W[KPML]TM
an appointment.
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Husky
swim & dive
dominates
)44807<7;*A;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

The men’s and women’s swim and dive teams won 16 of the 26 events at Saturday’s meet. The team will be in Green Bay for their meet this week.
Staff Report

<PMUMV¼[IVL_WUMV¼[[_QUUQVOIVLLQ^QVO\MIU[I\;+;=\WWSWV;W]\P,ISW\I
;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\aIVL\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?Q[KWV[QV4I+ZW[[MWV;I\]ZLIaI\0ITMVJMKS
Hall.
<PM0][SQM[KIUMI_Ia_Q\PI_QVQVWN \PMM^MV\[_Q\P\PMV]UJMZWN _QV[
M^MVTaLQ^QLMLJM\_MMV\PMUMVIVL_WUMV0W_M^MZ\PM_WUMVWVTaNIKML\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?Q[KWV[QV4I+ZW[[M_PQTM\PMUMV_MV\]XIOIQV[\;,;=IVL=?4
<PMÅVIT[KWZMNWZ\PMUMVIOIQV[\\PM;,;=2IKSZIJJQ\[_I[!IVL! 
IOIQV[\\PM=?4-IOTM[<PMÅVIT[KWZMNWZ\PM_WUMVIOIQV[\=?4_I[!
0][Sa[WXPWUWZM2I[UQVM4M[[WN /ZMMV*Ia?Q[TML\PM_WUMV_Q\PI_QVQV\PM
JIKS_Q\PI\QUMWN "I[_MTTI[I_QVQV\PMQVLQ^QL]ITUMLTMa_Q\PI\QUM
WN "
)VW\PMZ0][Sa[_QUUMZ_PWI[[Q[\ML\PM_WUMVWV;I\]ZLIa_I[R]VQWZ,IaVI6MTTQ[WN /ZMMV*Ia?Q[_PWOW\I\QUMWN "!_QVVQVO\PMNZMM6MTTQ[IT[WLWUQVI\ML\PMNZMM_Q\PIÅVQ[PQVO\QUMWN "!
3QZ[\MV3WM\\MZWN 5MTZW[M5QVVPMTXML\PM0][SQM[ZIKS]XM^MVUWZMXWQV\[
3WM\\MZI[MVQWZ\PQ[aMIZI\;+;=_WVJW\P\PMNZMM_Q\PI\QUMWN "I[_MTTI[
\PMNZMM_Q\PI\QUMWN " 
7V\PMUMV¼[[QLM[WXPWUWZMNZM[PUIV)TM`*Za[WVWN )XXTM\WV?Q[_WVU]T\QXTM
M^MV\[;I\]ZLIaTMILQVO\PM0][SQM[_Q\P\PZMM_QV[*Za[WV_WV\PMNZMM_Q\PI
\QUMWN !" 0MIT[W_WV\PMNZMM_Q\PI\QUMWN "!IVL\PMNZMM_Q\PI
\QUMWN "
;+;=¼[LQ^QVO\MIU_PQKPIT[WKWUXM\ML;I\]ZLIa_WV\PZMMW]\WN \PMNW]ZM^MV\[
0][SaNZM[PUIV<WZQ:IQPTMWN ;XZQVO4ISM8IZS_ITSMLI_Ia_Q\PI_QVQV\PMUM\MZIVLI[KWZMWN 
2]VQWZ[+PZQ[?PQ\MIVL4]SM?MJMZJW\P_MZMIJTM\W_QV\PMUM\MZIVLUM\MZ
LQ^M[ZM[XMK\Q^MTa?PQ\MZMKMQ^MLI[KWZMWN _PQTM?MJMZOW\ NWZPQ[UM\MZXMZNWZUIVKM
<PMVM`\UMM\NWZ\PM0][Sa[_QUUQVOIVLLQ^QVO\MIU_QTTJMIOIQV[\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a
WN ?Q[KWV[QV/ZMMV*Ia6W^ !

Football wins 47-14
Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER
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Husky hockey lost, then won their away games this weekend.

Men’s hockey splits
weekend in Mankato
[Q^M]V\QTTI\MQV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL_PMV28
*]ZSMUXMZKW]V\MZML_Q\PIOWITWN PQ[
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
W_VI\ "!)[[Q[\[_MV\\W-ZQIP0IaM[
IVLBIKP4MPZSM
.ZM[PWNN IVQUXZM[[Q^M_MMSMVLIOIQV[\
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWL_I[\PM\]ZVQVO
\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?Q[KWV[QV\PM;+;=
XWQV\QV\PMOIUMI[\PM5I^MZQKS[[KWZML
UMV¼[PWKSMa\MIU\ZI^MTML\W\PM>MZQbWV
\_WOWIT[<PM0][SQM[KI]OP\IJILJZMIS
?QZMTM[[+MV\MZQVLW_V\W_V5IVSI\W
_PMVBIKP8ITUY]Q[\[KWZMLIV]VI[[Q[\ML
5QVV\W\ISMWV5QVVM[W\I;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q- OWITWNN I0][Sa[SI\MZ
\a5IVSI\WQVI?+0)UI\KP]X
<PM0][SQM[NWZWV\PMXW_MZXTIa
Friday’s game
UQ[XTIaMLIXW_MZXTIa[Q\]I\QWVIVLOI^M
<PMOIUM_I[\PM0][SQM[¼ÅZ[\[QVKM
]XI[PWZ\PIVLMLOWIT\W-TQB]KS_PMV
TW[QVO;MVQWZKIX\IQV,ZM_4M*TIVK\WI
PMX][PMLWVMJa0][SaOWIT\MVLMZ:aIV
JZWSMVTMOTI[\;I\]ZLIaVQOP\;WXPWUWZM .IZIOPMZ
+IU:MQL_I[UW^ML\WKMV\MZ<PM0][<PM0][SQM[KIUMW]\ÅZML]XQV\PM
SQM[IZMIT[W[\QTT_Q\PW]\[\IZ\QVOOWIT\MVLMZ \PQZLXMZQWLIVLOW\IY]QKSOWITJa[WXPW5QSM4MM:MXTIKQVOPQUPI[JMMV:aIV
UWZMKMV\MZNZWU+WZa<PWZ[WV_PMV
.IZIOPMZINZM[PUIVNZWU.WZ\.ZIVKM[
PMJMI\5;=OWITQM)][\QV4MMWVIPQOP
7V\IZQW.IZIOPMZPI[Å\QV_MTTJM\_MMV
_ZQ[\[PW\<PWZ[WV_I[I[[Q[\MLJa5Q\KP
the pipes for the Huskies.
5IK5QTTIVIVL[KWZMLWVIWVZ][P
*W\P\MIU[PILI[\ZWVOMNNWZ\QV\PM
<PMOWIT_I[PQ[[MKWVLWN \PM[MI[WV
ÅZ[\XMZQWL6MQ\PMZ\MIUUILM\WWUIVa
<PM0][SQM[KW]TLVW\][M\PQ[UWUMVUQ[\ISM[IVLJW\POWIT\MVLMZ[TWWSML
\]U\W\PMQZIL^IV\IOMIVL\PM5I^MZQKS[
[PIZX<PM0][SQM[[\Z]KSÅZ[\IVLOW\IV
Y]QKSTaZM[XWVLML_Q\PIOWITI\\PM"
MIZTaTMIL\PIVS[\WNZM[PUIV_QVO
UIZSNZWU+IUMZWV+WWXMZ
*ZWWS[*MZ\[KP<PMOWIT_I[*MZ\[KP¼[I
<PM5I^MZQKS[W]\[PW\\PM0][SQM[
VI\Q^MWN ,]J]Y]M1W_I<PQ[_I[PQ[ÅZ[\  .IZIOPMZPIL[I^M[*W\P\MIU[
KWTTMOQI\MOWITI[I0][Sa
KW]TLVW\KWV^MZ\IXW_MZXTIaIVL_MV\
<PMOWIT[KWZMLI\"_I[[M\]X
NWZ
VQKMTaJa[MVQWZ[;IUBIJSW_QKbIVL
¹:aIVLQLIOZMI\RWJº[IQLPMIL
2IZML.M[\TMZIVL*MZ\[KPJ]ZQMLQ\QV\W\PM
JIKSWN \PMVM\
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<PM0][SQM[KWV\QV]ML\WTWWSQUXZM[Scott Hillesheim

The Husky football team won their
ÅVITPWUMOIUMWN \PMZMO]TIZ[MI[WV
IOIQV[\5QVVM[W\I;\I\M5WWZPMIL5;=
<PQ[_QTTQUXZW^M\PMQZZIVSQVOQV
\PMZMOQWVI[_MTTI[QUXZW^M\PMQZZMKWZL
QV\PM6;1+<PMZM_MZMIV]UJMZWN 
KWUU]VQ\aUMUJMZ[XZM[MV\I\\PMOIUM
\PW]OP\PMZM_MZMVW\UIVa[\]LMV\[QV
I\\MVLIVKM
<WVa3]JM[[IQLIN\MZ\PMOIUM¹+WUQVOQVC\PQ[OIUME_MLQLV¼\SVW_QN Q\_I[
W]ZTI[\PWUMOIUM0][Sa[\ILQ]UQ[I
OZMI\[\ILQ]U#_MC[MVQWZ[EPI^MJMMVPMZM
Å^MaMIZ[?MR][\_IV\ML\WKWUMW]\
[\ZWVOKWUMW]\\WOM\PMZSQVLWN JZQVO
JIKS_PI\_MPILJMNWZM*MUQLRQ1NMT\TQSM
_MLQL\PI\\WLIaº
<PM0][SQM[_WV\PM\W[[IVLMTMK\ML
\WSQKS\PMJITT<PMJITT_I[ZM\]ZVML
\W\PMaIZLTQVM7V\PMÅZ[\XTIaWN 
\PM,ZIOWV¼[WNNMV[M0][SQM[OW\OWWL
XMVM\ZI\QWVJ]\_MZM]VIJTM\WJZQVO\PM
Y]IZ\MZJIKS3M^QV3WKPLW_V3WKP_I[
IJTM\WKWUXTM\MIXI[[\WOQ^M\PM,ZIOWV[
\PMQZÅZ[\LW_V
0W_M^MZ\PM0][SQM[[\WXXML\PMUWV
\PMQZLZQ^MIVLOW\\PMJITTWV\PMQZaIZL
TQVM<PM0][SQM[¼ÅZ[\LZQ^MTWWSML^MZa

[WTQL][QVOIUQ`WN XI[[QVOXTIa[IVLZ]VVQVOXTIa[:]VVQVOJIKSNWZ\PM0][SQM[
5QSM?ITSMZ_I[OM\\QVOOWWLaIZL[IVL
0][SaY]IZ\MZJIKS8PQTQX3TIXPISM_I[
ÅVLQVOIUQ`WN ZMKMQ^MZ[\WOM\\W\PM
aIZLTQVMWN \PM,ZIOWV[?ITSMZZIVQ\
NWZIaIZL\W]KPLW_VIVLOQ^M;+;=\PM
TMIL
<PM0][SQM[¼LMNMV[M[MMUML]VZMTMV\QVO<PMaNZMY]MV\TaX]\XZM[[]ZMWV
\PM,ZIOWV[¼Y]IZ\MZJIKS<PQ[XZM[[]ZM
ZM[]T\MLQV\PM[IKSQVO3WKPNWZITW[[WN 
IKW]XTMWN aIZL[NZWU_PQKP\PM,ZIOWV[
NIQTML\WZMKW^MZIVLPIL\WX]V\\PMJITT
\W\PM0][SQM[<PM0][SQM[_W]TL\PMV
JZQVO\PMJITTJIKSQV\W\PMZMLbWVMWN \PM
,ZIOWV[.ZWUPMZM?ITSMZIOIQVZIVQ\QV
NWZI\W]KPLW_V\WOQ^M\PM0][SQM[I\_W
\W]KPLW_VTMIL<PM[KWZM_I[VW_
<PM,ZIOWV[TWWSML\WUISMIOIUM
W]\WN Q\IN\MZOWQVOLW_VJa\_W\W]KPLW_V[MIZTa<PMQZY]IZ\MZJIKSLQL_MTT
\W[\IVLQV\PMXWKSM\]VLMZXZM[[]ZMIVL
LMTQ^MZ\PMJITTWV\IZOM\)KW]XTMWN 
JTW_VKW^MZIOM[ZM[]T\MLQVI\W]KPLW_V
NWZ\PM,ZIOWV[<PMa\WWSR][\\PZMMXTIa[
\W[KWZMI\W]KPLW_VIVLUISM\PM[KWZM
0][SQM[TMILQVO
<PM0][SQM[TWWSML\WIV[_MZ\PM
\W]KPLW_V_PQTM\PM,ZIOWV[TWWSML\W
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Husky Michael Walker rushed for three touchdowns in Saturday’s game.

